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Foreword
Our Scientific Report is organised into four sections, each
available as a pdf file and downloadable from the project’s
website. Please be advised that the printed volumes describe
the state of our project in its 44th month. You should check
our website for later results and updates:
http://owsgip.itc.utwente.nl/projects/complex/

The first volume of our scientific report deals with a specific
challenge - that of integrating our models so closely to
stakeholder concerns that the result could, in some meaningful sense, be described as a ‘Model-Stakeholder Fusion’. It
contains a number of successful case-studies in integrative
research, together with reflections and guidance on best
practice.
The second volume describes the databases and modelling
tools that COMPLEX developed as part of its effort to develop ‘Advanced Techno-Economic Modelling Tools’. That
volume describes the tools, and shows the reader where to
find them and how they are best deployed.
The proof of the pudding, of course, is in the eating and the
third part of our report describes a selection of the casestudies we have undertaken to field-test these tools. In the
event, there was so much material we felt it wise to split it
into two sub-volumes. Volume 3a looks at human - environment interaction and the ecology/economy interface.
Volume 3b uses models and data to develop and evaluate
policy options
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Introduction
Volume 3 of our scientific report describes a sample of the
modelling exercises COMPLEX has undertaken. It is not an
exhaustive collection, though it is representative. Some casestudies have been withheld because openly distributing them
now would jeopardise their prospects of being published in
high-impact journals later. Others have been withheld because they use the same modelling infrastructure as casestudies included here, but apply it to a different region or
sector. We prefer to avoid some repetition.
Our aim here has been to give you a representative sample
of the types of case-study undertaken. The COMPLEX web
page contains a full list of our publications and reports. We
will continue to update it after project close-down, so please
check back for future developments.
Even with this reduced selection of case-studies, we have
found it necessary to split Volume 3 into two sub-volumes.
The whole is further subdivided into four sections, each of
which describes case-studies that use modelling tools and
databases developed by the COMPLEX team.
In Volume 3a, Section I deals with the impact of natural
systems (principally climatic systems) on human actions.
Section II deals with the impact of human actions on natural life-support systems.
Section III deals with the interface between ecology and
economy by identifying and describing selected ecosystem
services in a way designed to inform policy decisions.
In Volume 3b, Section IV explores a range of policy options, while Section V looks at the likely impacts of policies
across sectors and policy domains and discusses issues of
institutional and public receptivity.
5

Section IV: Exploring Policy Options
This section contains three modelling case-studies on bioenergy and recoverable energy resources, each directed towards
a different audience and operating on a different range of
scales,
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8. Using Roadside Vegetation for Bioenergy Production
Alexey Voinov, Oludunsin Arodudu, Iris van Duren, Javier Morales,
Ling Qin
At present, coal and gas account for more than 50% of EU’s
electricity supply and will remain an important part of the
energy mix (European Commission, 2007). However, the
accelerating process of global warming, growing demand for
energy, depletion of cheap fossil fuel supplies and environmental concerns are raising the significance of renewable
energy (Luque et al., 2008). Over sixty percent of renewable
energy in the Netherlands comes from biomass (Central
Bureau of Statistics, 2009), which makes it the most popular
renewable energy source in this country. Besides reducing
greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions, biomass derived fuels
are especially attractive because they can be easily stored and
used as non-variable energy; the same cannot be said of solar
and wind power – the other most popular renewable energy
sources (McKendry, 2002a; Demirbaş, 2005; Ölz et al.,
2007).
The European Council in March 2007 endorsed a mandatory
target of 20% share of energy from renewable sources in the
overall Community’s energy consumption by 2020 (European Parliament and European Council, 2009). For the Netherlands, for example, the percentage of renewable energy in
final energy consumption has to be increased from 3.4% in
2008 to a target of 14% in 2020 (a deficit of 10.6%) (Europe's Energy Portal, 2010). Under this pressure, the Netherlands is expected to fully embrace every opportunity to develop its bioenergy potential. This may include wood and
wood wastes from forests and industries, sewage sludge
7

from wastewater treatment plants, organic waste from
households, oils and fats from food industry, manure from
dairy farms and crops specifically grown for bio-energy such
as rapeseed (Brassica napus), willow (Salix), Miscanthus (Basu,
2010), etc.
Until recently, most energy crop cultivation was done on
arable land. However, the low energy efficiency of energy
crops (Firrisa et al., 2013; van Duren et al., 2015) and lack of
free arable land are major limitations for the cultivation of
these crops in Europe, especially in the more densely populated and developed countries like the Netherlands. In general, for reasons of food security, it is preferable to leave
agricultural land available for food production and find other
sources of biomass for bioenergy production (Londo, 2002;
Faaij et al., 1998). Arodudu et al. (2013, 2014) argue that bioenergy production should be mainly focused on the waste
flows (urban waste, agricultural crop residue, manure, etc. as
well as biomass produced on waste land such as construction lots, eroded lands, etc.) and that only then it can be
conducted with sufficiently high efficiency. In this regard,
the land along the roads appears as a kind of wasteland and
is a promising area where biomass can be harvested for bioenergy needs with little or no conflict with other potential
uses. In fact, we argue that producing biomass along the
roads can be promising and beneficial from a variety of perspectives, including economy, traffic safety, aesthetics, etc.
Moreover, these areas are easily accessible and are directly
linked to major transportation routes, which makes its cultivation and delivery of products more efficient.
The Netherlands ranks among the top 10 high road density
countries in the world (Encyclopedia of the Nations, 2007).
8

With a total of more than 137,000 km of roads, it has an
average road density of 5 km per km2 of surface area (Visser,
2010). This indicates that there might be large areas of available road verge in this country. Easy access to this land is
another advantage cutting the cost of harvesting and transportation of biomass. Haines-Young et al. (2000), Truscott et
al. (2005) proved that vehicular activities can elevate the nitrogen concentration of road verges. This can reduce the
fertilizer requirements for crop growth on the road verge.
Huang’s study (1987), furthermore confirmed that planting
of shrubs in the median and road verge could stop errant
vehicles in case of accident and absorb the impact, without
doing much damage to the car. Also, the shrub barrier could
reduce traffic noise and headlight glare (van der Heijden and
Martens, 1982), contributing to sound environment and road
safety. As with other biomass for bioenergy production,
utilizing roadside biomass will provide for carbon sequestration, will encourage technological development and innovation, and offer opportunities for employment and regional
development (Vollebergh, 1997; Volk et al., 2004). In this
study, we have been mostly focusing on the easternmost part
of the Overijssel province in Netherlands, however our analysis and methods are quite general, and could be easily applied elsewhere and scaled up to the whole of Netherlands
and beyond.
Road verges are maintained as transition zones between different land uses and in most cases appear as strips on both
sides of the road. Road verges are mown to ensure visibility
along roads in case of an accident, to enhance visibility of
road signs and constructions (e.g. electricity boxes), to get
rid of excessive nutrients in soils and for aesthetic and
maintenance purposes. For example, in Overijssel, the mow9

ing policy recommends that road verges be mown twice a
year. A maximum of 20 cm height of grass is allowed at the
end of the 26th and 45th weeks (mowing weeks). The mowing
exercise is preferably carried out in the evening to reduce
possible negative effects on transportation (Rijkswaterstaat,
2008). In the Netherlands, municipal authorities are responsible for more than 90% of the Dutch roads while the national government is only responsible for 4% (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2011). The 4% managed by the national
government include all the motorways (A-roads) and a few
national highways (N-roads); these are mown more regularly
than other roads. Vegetation along these roads is currently
managed by Rijkswaterstaat (Public Works Department), the
executive body of the Ministry of Transport and Water (A.
Reuver, personal communication, 7 October 2010). According to the “Overview of the vegetation along National
Road” (Rijkswaterstaat, 2008), management of verge grasses
involves choosing between different species types and different manual or automated methods for pruning, mowing,
chipping and cutting. In reality, grass is the main target vegetation and a combined cutting and suction method is used to
mow verge grasses. The Dutch environmental management
act (2004) states that the removed grass must be delivered to
and processed by a waste processor which has a valid license. Usually, the grass is either deposited to waste landfill
or composted (J. W. Slijkhuis, personal communication, 5
November 2010; H. Nieuwenhuis, personal communication,
19 January 2011). However in all cases these operations are
treated as an expense that should be preferably minimized
(Van Strien, 2005). This attitude could be changed if the
harvested biomass becomes considered as a valuable resource for bio-energy production.
10

Maximization of biomass cultivation in road verges requires
choosing the most suitable crop species for the purpose,
which would imply such characteristics as (Ponton, 2009):
Ability to grow and reproduce at a very fast rate
Ability to produce high yield
Perennial nature
Having little or no need for annual ploughing once
planted
Adaptability to marginal land
Having minimal fertilizer requirement.
Some of these requirements are exactly opposite to the current practices of maintenance of the road verges. Since large
trees along the road are a safety concern, feasible energy
crops for road verges are restricted to small trees, shrubs and
grasses (Faaij et al., 1998). Based on these reasons, energy
crops suitable for road verge include:
Short rotation woody crops, e.g. willow and poplar (Fischer
et al., 2010; Zuwala, 2012; González-García et al., 2014)
Perennial grasses, e.g. Miscanthus, switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea) (Huisman, 2003).
Since perennial grasses have been largely treated before (e.g.
Arodudu et al., 2013) in this study, where possible, we will
focus more on willow short rotation coppice (SRC) as the
biomass feedstock. Local clones of willow SRC have been
well developed and observed in Europe. However, in the
Dutch context, few trials have been carried out to study the
biomass production of local clones (Kuiper, 2003; Bussel,
2006). Their studies suggest that for the Netherlands, productive local clones of willow SRC include Zw. Driebast (S.
11

triandra), Het Goor (Salix alba), Belders (Salix alba), Tora
(Salix viminalis x S. schwerinnii), Bjorn (Salix viminalis x S.
schwerinnii), Black Spaniard (S. triandra), Loden (S. triandra)
and Jorr (Salix viminalis). Despite the fact that certain clones
produce more biomass than the others, it is recommended
to mix different willow species and varieties for pest and
disease prevention (Ramstedt, 1999, Londo et al., 2004).
Willow is well adjusted to the Dutch climate conditions (Gigler, 1999, Londo, 2002) and has a long history of cultivation
in the Netherlands (Schepers et al., 1992). The biomass produced with willow SRC is potentially high. In Dutch conditions the productivity of certain local clones is 5.62-15.62
tons of dry matter/ha/year (Bussel, 2006). Willow has a uniform texture of woody biomass, high initial growth, a short
life span, easy reproduction by vegetative means (stem cuttings) and the ability to re-sprout vigorously after each harvest, which makes it very suitable for energy production
(Weih, 2004). Furthermore, its cultivation requirements are
low, it has few insect and pest problems, and considerably
high biodiversity, which includes several rare and threatened
red list species (Boosten, 2009). Another advantage is its
wide range of genetic variability (Volk et al., 2009).
There are several constraints to the use of road verges as a
land resource for cultivating biomass, especially if it is other
than grass. The most important concern is road safety. To
ensure road safety, certain road verges such as buffer zones
around junctions and areas inside horizontal road curve
must be free of obstacles. According to International Sight
Distance Design Practices, “Intersection Sight Distance is
intended to provide drivers at or approaching an at-grade
intersection with an unobstructed view of the entire intersec12

tion and sufficient lengths of the intersecting highways to
permit the approaching drivers to anticipate and avoid potential collisions” (Harwood et al., 1995). The Clear Sight
Triangle is defined by sight distances along each approach of
an intersection. For the Netherlands, policies of Intersection
Sight Distance design are explicitly addressed in some official guidelines (Staatsuitgeverij, 1986), which are based on
the prevailing 85th percentile of design speed. The Intersection Sight Distance along the major-road leg is decided according to different design speeds (Table 8.1).
Table 8.1. Intersection Sight Distance along the major-road types
in the Netherlands. These define the Clear Sight Triangle where restrictions are imposed on the vegetation height.

Design situation

Aroad
Design speed (km/h) (outside 120a
urban areas)
85th percentile of design 102
speed (km/h)
Intersection sight distance 250
along major road (m)

Nroad
100

Other
road
80

85

68

150

100

As of 2013 the maximum allowed speed on some parts of Dutch A roads was increased
to 130 km/h. It is yet to be seen if this will have any impact on the evaluations made here.
a
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The Intersection Sight Distance along the minor-road leg is
defined as the distance from edge of road to the driver’s eye,
which is 5m in the Netherlands (Fig. 8.1).

Figure 8.1. Typical Clear Sight Triangle used in Intersection

Sight Distance design. (Source: Harwood et al., 1999). Vegetation
should not exceed 0.5m in these areas.

Furthermore, vegetation inside horizontal road curves may
also obstruct the driver’s line of sight. The value of Stopping
Sight Distance is the same as for intersections (Table 8.1)
because it takes the same distance to stop the vehicle under
the same design speed (Eck & McGee, 2008). This is shown
in Fig. 8.2.
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Figure 8.2. Stopping Sight Distance on horizontal road curves

(Source: Eck & McGee (2008)). Here also vegetation higher than
0.5m is not allowed.

According to Mr. J.W. Slijkhuis (personal communication, 5
November 2010), who is responsible for the greenery along
most of the Provincial roads in the province of Overijssel,
the length of grass vegetation and crops within 1.20 m from
the edge of asphalt pavements (roads, parallel roads and bike
paths) and in the Clear Sight Triangle should never exceed
0.50 m. The 1.20 m buffer zone of road edge should also be
kept clean for road signs.
There are two kinds of conflicts between bioenergy production and other land use types on the road verge. The first
one occurs within the road verge, where land is already used
for business (e.g., advertisement and electricity poles), transportation (e.g., water area, side walk, cycle way, sandy path),
or conservation (e.g., forest, nursery) purposes. The second
conflict appears on the border of road verge, where it is
connected with different surrounding land uses such as residential (e.g., building, garden), agricultural and recreational
(e.g., playground, park), etc. For example, no dense tree-like
15

vegetation is allowed to stand where the road crosses agricultural fields (A. Reuver, personal communication, 7 October
2010) as this would not fit in the surrounding cultural landscape. Similar conflicts with residential areas and recreational
land should be avoided. These two conflicts can be avoided
by preserving original land uses and adhering to laws preserving them in the event of using road verges for biomass
cultivation.
The Forest Act of the Netherlands requires that logging of
trees thicker than 8 cm is reported to the National Service of
the Ministry of Agriculture and trees be replanted where it is
felled or, if not possible, as close as possible to compensate
the original habitat. Rijkswaterstaat has an agreement with
the Ministry of Agriculture on implementation of the Forest
Act (Rijkswaterstaat & Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde,
2006). Therefore, in order to cut down existing trees along
roads, a logging permit is usually requested from local municipality, except for those emergencies such as car accident,
storm and disease. Thinning of shrubs is not restricted by
the law (Rijkswaterstaat and Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde, 2006, Ministerie van LNV, 2000). However, the
province of Overijssel is trying to improve safety on the
road verge by cutting down trees at various locations (Provincie Overijssel, 2010), which indicates that some parts of
the forested road verge can become available as land resource for biomass cultivation.
According to the Code of Green Management Service (Borst
and Sprong, 2006), certain amount of species along Dutch
roads are under protection. There are three levels of conservation: general protection, special protection and bird protection. It is forbidden to pick, collect, cut, stab, destroy,
16

damage, uproot or remove those protected species from
their habitat. Therefore, selective mowing strategy has to be
applied. An alternative way for ensuring this species conservation is sparing other marginal land for natural conservation. There are at least two arguments against the idea of
saving road verge for ecological protection. The soils of road
verge are usually polluted by vehicle exhaust, containing
heavy metals such as Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn (Warren & Birch,
1987), and the roadside environments are highly disturbed
by traffic (Cuperus et al., 1996). Gommers et al. (2005) even
suggests that it is particularly suitable to establish willow
SRC on heavy-metal-contaminated land because of its soilto-wood transfer of pollutant. This of course may require
further treatment of exhaust for heavy metals when the biofuels are incinerated.
This study evaluated different energy crops to determine a
potential vegetation mix for producing bioenergy on the
road verge without compromising road safety, land use conflicts and ecological concerns. It also conducted a Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) to determine the overall energy efficiency
of cultivating the most suitable biomass types on the road
verge. This included an inventory of all the processes involved from site preparation of the road verges to the direct
combustion of the biomass for electricity and/or combined
heat and electricity generation at the biomass power plant, or
gasification of grass biomass for electricity and/or combined
heat and electricity production.
Methods
As required by ISO 14040 standard for performing LCA the
definition of boundaries for this study includes a description
of the study area, the road networks examined within the
17

study area and the energy performance index used in evaluating the bioenergy potential of the study area. As a proof of
concept, we have chosen a relatively small area consisting of
six municipalities in the East of Netherlands (Dinkelland
(Denekamp), Enschede, Haaksbergen, Hengelo, Losser and
Oldenzaal) with a total area of 608.44 km2 (Fig. 8.3). The
road network in this area represents all the main types of
roads in the country (as well as in Europe in general). There
are two A-roads and eighteen N-roads in this area, which
represent motorways and national highways, respectively,
according to the Dutch road numbering system (Table 8.2).
For the A-roads the road verges are managed by the Rijkswaterstaat East Netherlands. Most of the one-lane N-roads
except N18 and N35 are maintained by the provincial greenery office of Overijssel (J.W. Slijkhuis, personal communication, 5 November 2010). For this study we have further narrowed our scope and have focused only on the roads that
are under the Rijkswaterstaat authority, that is A1, A35, N18
and N35. The functional unit for our analysis will be a hectare of road verge per which we will be making our estimates.
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!

!
Figure 8.3. Location of the study area

(http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/nl (ov.html#map)) and the
road network considered. The highways are the A-roads; regular
one-lane roads are the N-roads.
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Table 8.2. Length of A and N roads in the study area

No.

20

1
2
Total

Road
number
A1
A35
A-roads

Length
(km)
27.12
19.51
46.63

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total
Total

N18
N315
N342
N343
N346
N347
N349
N35
N731
N732
N733
N734
N735
N736
N737
N738
N739
N743
N-roads
N18+35

18.4
1.0
34.7
9.2
0.4
8.0
12.5
5.6
5.1
6.2
8.8
11.8
5.8
10.1
10.2
8.2
14.6
1.5
172.1
23.93

The energy efficiency was measured as return on energy
invested (EROEI). It is calculated as the ratio of the energy
output (expected return) obtained from a particular energy
production activity to the energy input (investment required)
required to get that energy (Cleveland et al., 1984; Hall et al.,
2009):
EROEI = Expected Energy Output / Required Energy Investment (1)

To calculate the EROEI we have developed a Life Cycle
Inventory (LCI) taking into account all the direct and indirect energy costs and outputs incurred along the energy production chain.
This started with the identification of all the areas along the
different roads in the study area that are potentially available
for biomass production. Information about relevant road
verge management regimes, practices, regulations and constraints was derived from literature and Rijkswaterstaat, the
management authority of Dutch road verges. Datasets on
the road networks and verges were taken from cadastral data
available at http://www.kadaster.nl/ and the Rijkswaterstaat
East Netherlands. The area of road verges available for cultivation of willow was estimated by first applying all the necessary constraints as defined by Rijkswaterstaat East Netherlands. These included:
Road safety issues
Clear Sight Triangle of intersections on both A & N road
(the Intersection Sight Distance along major-road leg is 250
m for A-road, 150 m for N road and the Intersection Sight
Distance along minor-road is 5 m for all the roads);
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Clear sight area of horizontal curves of A-road (with the
design speed of 120 km/h on A-roads, the stopping sight
distance is 250 m);
1.2 m buffer zone of road edge of both A and N road is to
be kept clean for road signs;
Intermediate zone of a two-way road (is usually narrow and
should be kept free of obstacles so that drivers are able to
observe vehicle condition on the opposite side. However,
these areas can still be considered available for grass as long
as the height of grass does not exceed 0.50 m).
Land use conflicts (that may prevent planting willow, but in
some cases may be resolved with owners)
Within road verge (Transportation - water area, side walk,
cycle way, sandy path; and Business - advertisement or electricity pole)
On the border of road verge (Residence - building, garden;
Agriculture; Recreation - playground, park.
Ecological restrictions (that forbid to pick, collect, cut, stab,
destroy, damage, uproot or remove protected species, which
are on the list recognized by Rijkswaterstaat (Borst and
Sprong, 2006)) that specifies

-

Locations of protected species;
Locations of recorded trees.

While the road safety constraints are quite strict, the other
two types, land use and ecological restrictions, are often negotiable. For example, in some cases it may be shown to
adjacent landowners or to conservationists that planting
willow can be even more beneficial for them than having

22

mowed grass strips along roads. Therefore we have defined
two types of land availability:
Unconditional – land available, none of the above restrictions apply;
Conditional – land may be available if land use or ecological constraints are negotiated.
In other words, unconditionally available land includes the land
along the road verge except the areas that are restricted by
safety issues and by land use and ecological concerns. This
land that may be restricted by land use and ecological concerns is considered to be conditionally available.
To identify and quantify the land available for energy production inside the verge areas of the selected N and A roads
(See Table 8.2.), first, we developed a set of spatial query
functions that capture the conditions placed by road safety,
land use, and ecological concerns. These constraint functions were constructed using sequences of standard SQL
spatial operators, where each sequence relied on a set of
conditional statements to comply with the specifications
prescribed by law (see above). Then, the resulting functions
were applied to the road and verge datasets to filter out offlimit areas. Next, a series of summary queries were executed
to classify suitable areas as conditionally and unconditionally
available, discriminated by exiting vegetation types. And
finally, we derived the values corresponding to area per kilometre of road that can be used for energy production, so
that estimations of available area along every road could be
made. An example of the result of using these spatial operations can be seen below in Fig. 8.4.
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Knowing the total available area, we can turn to the analysis
of energy invested and produced under various scenarios of
biomass production. We will consider the following scenarios:
Harvesting verge grass on all the area available;
Growing willow on unconditionally available land;
Growing willow on unconditionally and conditionally available land.
To estimate the yields and energy requirements for verge
grass, we used the methodology and numbers developed by
Arodudu et al., 2013 (8 ton dry matter (DM) ha-1yr-1 of grass,
when harvested twice annually) and Grisso et al., 2010 (energy for mowing and collection of grasses with tractor mounted forage harvester - 0.80-1.06 GJ ha-1yr-1) for the cases
when natural grasslands are for bioenergy production.
Here we will focus more on the processes associated with
cultivation, harvest and processing of biomass from willow.
The production chain of willow SRC includes the following
stages (Figure 8.4), which are all associated with certain energy investments (Caslin et al., 2010; DEFRA, 2004):
Site preparation – mowing and removing existing vegetation;
Establishment – planting (twin rows 0.75 m apart, with
1.5 m between each set of twin rows) and cutback (cutting to 10 cm of ground level to promote the development of multi-stemmed coppice).
General management – fertilization (150 – 400 kg N ha-1
per three year rotation or less due to elevated levels of N
on road verge), weed control (2.25 kg ha-1 year-1 of herbicide Matthews, 2001)
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Harvesting – a sustainable annual biomass yield of 12-14
oven dry ton per ha can be expected (Ceulemans et al.,
1996; Caslin et al., 2010; Boosten, 200;, DEFRA, 2004).
Willow is normally harvested every 2 or 3 years and can
remain viable for 25-30 years. The shoots of willow can
reach up to 6-8 m at the end of a three year harvesting
cycle (DEFRA, 2004; Caslin et al., 2010). The maximal diameter that a harvest machine can handle is 60 to 70 mm
(Nordh & Dimitriou, 2003), which is unlikely to be exceeded in the Netherlands. Generally, willow at harvest
have a moisture content of 45-60%, which needs to be
reduced below 15% for higher conversion efficiency (
Faaij et al., 1997; Tubby & Armstrong, 2002). The two
most common harvesting methods are:
o Stick harvesting: whole stems of willow are cut
and chipped using cut and chip harvesting technology and then transported to conversion plant.
o Cut and chip harvesting: willow is cut and
chipped fresh in a single pass, therefore, the quality of chips are much better than chipping dried
bundles, and the power requirement for chipping
operation is minimized. However, the harvested
chips will self-heat quickly due to natural degradation and must be dried artificially immediately
to eliminate the energy input for drying (Caslin et
al., 2010).
Transportation – delivery of willow biomass from field to
conversion plant. Here again we can use GIS operations
to estimate the distance required to deliver the biomass to
the processing units.
Termination – assumed by this study to occur 25years after planting. The stools are either allowed to shoot or are
ploughed prior to winter to allow early re-seeding in the
following spring (DEFRA, 2004)
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Figure 8.4. Major activities in the production chain of a willow

short rotation plantation (Source: DEFRA (2004); Caslin et al.
(2010)). All these require energy investments, which are accounted
for in Table 8.3.

The energy investments required for willow cultivation and
biomass production are presented in Table 8.3. Willow biomass can be converted into energy via two different forms
of technologies; thermo-chemical and the biochemical/biological technologies (McKendry, 2002b; Ni et
al., 2006). Implementations of thermo-chemical technologies
include combustion, pyrolysis and gasification processes;
while examples of bio-chemical conversion include digestion
(mono-digestion and co-digestion) and fermentation
(McKendry, 2002b). The advantages of thermo-chemical
technologies lies in their shorter reaction time (Bridgewater,
2001), and their better ability to destroy most organic materials, thereby ensuring a higher efficiency
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Table 8.3. Energy investment in the production chain of willow

SRC. When using nitrogen fertilizer the overall energy efficiency of
the process can dramatically decrease.
Primary energy
investment (GJ
ha-1)

Notes

a

0.80-1.06

Reference system

Soil preparation b

2.05

Energy requirement for ploughing
and harrowing

Activity
Site preparation
Mowing and collection

Establishment
Cutting b

4.99

Planting b
Cut-back (stick harvesting ) c

1.11

Energy requirement for production
and transport of planting material

0.22-0.40

Energy for cut and chip harvesting

Herbicides b

1.20

Production and transport of herbicides

Herbicides b

0.26

Application of herbicides

N fertilizer b

67.55

Production and transport of fertilizer

N fertilizer b

0.84

Application of fertilizer

0.43-0.80

Energy requirement for combined
cut and chip harvesting,

0.32-0.40

Energy requirement for emptying,
front-loading and dumping chips in
the storage barns

Management

Harvesting
Harvesting c
Natural drying and
storage (approximately
the same for first 30
tonnes) e
Transportation (15km)
b, d

1.08

Termination b

6.65

(Grisso et al., 2010), b (Bussel, 2006),c (Lechasseur & Savoie, 2005), d (van Strien et al.,
2005), e (Meyer et al., 2014)
a
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(Jenkins et al., 1998). The main processes, intermediate and
end products of thermo-chemical conversion are illustrated
in Fig. 8.5. The energy stored in biomass can be released as
heat by direct combustion/co-firing, or transformed into
solid (e.g., charcoal) or gaseous (e.g., synthetic gas) fuels via
pyrolysis or gasification under different utilization purposes.

Figure 8.5. Main processes, intermediate and end products of

thermo-chemical conversion of willow (Source: Bridgewater and Peacocke (2000)). Electricity, charcoal, chemicals and heat are the main
potential products. Energy efficiency for various products will vary.

Various ways of producing ethanol, hydrogen or biogas
from specific energy crops have been identified in recent
years (Demirbaş, 2007; Kim & Dale, 2005; Gray et al., 2006;
Petersson et al., 2007; Börjesson & Mattiasson, 2008; Berglund & Börjesson, 2006; Börjesson & Tufvesson, 2011;
Nguyen et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015), however, none of
these conversion processes are of particularly high efficiency.
This is because converting crops from its original solid form
to liquid or gas greatly increases the energy processing demand (Ponton, 2009).
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Furthermore, current costs of these energy products (e.g.,
ethanol) are not competitive enough when compared to
those of fossil fuel products (McKendry, 2002b). On the
other hand, low cost, high reliability, well understood process and commercial availability of combustion makes it the
most widely used thermos-chemical conversion technology.
It contributes over 97% of bio-energy production all over
the world (Ni et al., 2006).
Most energy return or output from thermo-chemical technologies are usually based on oven dry material at 0% moisture content. Varying figures are reported by different authors, mostly within the range of 16-20 GJ per oven dry ton
(Börjesson, 1996; Heller et al., 2003; Kuiper, 2003; Lettens et
al., 2003). However, since we deal with wet biomass, the
process of natural drying can only reduce the moisture content to 25%, while further drying still requires some more
energy inputs (AEA Energy and Environment, 2008). The
Net Heating Value which takes into account moisture content and hydrogen content can be calculated by Milne equation (Faaij et al, 1997; Energy Research Centre of The Netherlands, 1998):
LHV = HHVdry×(1-W) - Ew×[MH2O×H×(1-W)+W]

(8.1)

Where LHV: Lower Heating Value (Net Heating Value) of
material received at the conversion plant, HHVdry: Higher
Heating Value of dry material, W: moisture content, H: hydrogen content (wt% of dry fuel), Ew: energy required for
evaporation of water (2.442 MJ/kg), MH2O: weight of water
created per unit of hydrogen (8.936 kg/kg).
The Total Energy Return is then calculated as:
TE = Pe x LHV

(8.2)
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where Pe is plant efficiency.
Table 8.4 presents the parameters used in our study to calculate the energy return from willow and verge grass. The lower plant efficiency value corresponds to production of electricity only, while the higher efficiency is attained when heat
and electricity production are combined through the gasification process.
Table 8.4. Parameters on energy return for willow and verge grass.

Cogeneration of heat and electricity can almost triple the energy output
and should be certainly recommended as the most efficient process.

Parameters

Willow

HHVdry (MJ/kg)

19.6b

Moisture content at harvest (%)
50c
Moisture content as received at
25c
the conversion plant (%)
Hydrogen content (% of dry fuel) 5.7b
LHVar (MJ/kg)
Plant efficiency (%)

13.2 a, b
27-75
c, d

Gross energy obtainable per bi- 3.6-9.9
c, d
omass as received (GJ/t)
a (Faaij

et al., 1997)
Research Centre of The Netherlands, 1998)
c (AEA Energy and Environment, 2008)
d (Twence, 2009)
b (Energy
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Verge
grass
18.0 a,
b

60 a, c
25 d
5.6 b
12.0

a,

b

35-75
c, d

4.29.0 c, d

To conclude, in Table 8.5 we present the main assumptions
used in this study for willow cultivation, while in Table 8.6
we describe the parameters of the three options for willow
production that we will compare. Willow cultivation option
1 assumes no fertilizer or herbicide input, and short rotation
length. Option 2 adds herbicide application alone (no fertilizer application), and finally in option 3 both fertilizer and
herbicide are used, together with a long rotation length.
Table 8.5. Common settings of four willow cultivation options

Options

Assumptions

Mixture of willow
varieties
Planting density
Final established
density

Zw. driebast, Het Goor, Belders, Tora,
Bjorn, Black Spaniard, Loden and Jorr
18,000 ha-1

Remains the same from the 2nd harvest
cycle to the last one, but the yields of the
1st cycle (harvested sticks)were assumed to
be 50% of the usual yield

Biomass yields
Lifetime of cultivation
Harvesting
Drying
Chipping location
Moisture content
by weight
Conversion
cess

15,000 ha-1

pro-

25 yr
Stick harvesting
Natural drying in the field
at field
at harvest = 50 %; after drying = 25%
Biomass power plant at Twence: combustion of biomass to generate electricity, or
combined heat and electricity production.
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Table 8.6. Four scenarios for road verge cultivation. The current

scenario assumes collecting and composting the grass with no energy
generation. The reference scenario assumes that grass is collected and
used to produce electricity and heat, and the three other scenarios assume that willow is cultivated under different combinations of fertilizer and herbicide applications.

Cultivation option

Reference

1

2

3

N Fertilizer input (kg ha-1yr-1)

0

0

Herbicide input (kg ha-1yr-1)

0

0

Rotation length (yr)

0.5

60
2.2
5
3

Harvesting cycle

24

2
1
2
1
6

0
2.2
5
2
12

8

20

24

Yield (moisture content = 50%)
8
(t ha-1yr-1)

Overall, five options are considered in this study: the current
system, i.e. mowing, transporting and dumping verge grass
biomass at the composting plant at Twence twice a year
(which is the existing practice for road verge maintenance mown verge grass in the study area does not have any energy
output based on this practice - therefore EROEI = 0); the
potential reference system, that uses the verge grass mown
twice annually to produce electricity and/or combined heat
and electricity through the gasification process; and the three
willow cultivation options described above (1-without fertilizer and herbicide, 2-with herbicide and without fertilizer, 3with both fertilizer and herbicide).
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Results and Conclusions
In what follows, we are applying the methodology described
above to the case study in Overijssel.
Energy Return on Energy Invested
The energy inputs of different activities in the four cultivation options are estimated in Table 8.7 (energy for mowing,
transport, natural drying & storage, and cut and chip harvesting per unit received biomass per hectare cultivated over
a 25 year period). The EROEI of the three willow cultivation options and grass was then estimated from the energy
inputs and energy return. From the result of the relative
total energy input obtained (comparing the total energy input
of the reference system potential i.e. gasification of verge
grass for electricity and/or combined heat and electricity
generation, to that of the three willow cultivation options Table 8.6), only the combustion of willow harvested for
production of electricity or combined heat and electricity, on
a two-year short rotation cycle without the application of
fertilizers and herbicides during cultivation has a lower energy input than that of gasification of mown verge grass for
production of electricity and combined heat and electricity,
over the 25 year period; other willow options have higher
inputs due to the application of fertilizers and/or herbicides,
and the relative large amount of energy for mowing and collection of verge grass twice annually respectively. The dumping of verge grass mown twice annually at composting sites,
as presently practiced (reference system) is a total waste in
terms of energy, and should probably be discontinued if we
are serious about reaching the CO2 reduction targets.
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Table 8.7. Energy input and output of the four cultivation options in 25 years. The number of rotations defines the
amounts of energy used for cultivation and maintenance under different scenarios.

Cultivation option

Activity

Mowing and
collection
Soil preparation
Cutting production
Planting

1 (willow
natural)

2
(willow
with
herbicides)

Energy
input

Energy
input

Energy
input

Energy
input

GJ/ha

GJ/ha

GJ/ha

GJ/ha

2026.5

0.801.06

0.801.06

0.801.06

1

1

2.05

2.05

2.05

1

1

4.99

4.99

4.99

1

1

1.11

1.11

1.11

0.220.40

0.220.40

Cut-back

1

1

0.220.40

Herbicidesa

0

9

0.0

18.98

13.14

0

9

0.0

0.0

607.95

0

9

0.0

0.0

7.56b

1
2

8

5.169.60

5.169.60

3.446.40

1
2

8

3.844.80

3.844.80

2.563.20

N fertilizer
Production
N fertilizer
Application
Harvesting
(cut and chip
harvesting)
Natural drying
&
storage
(approximately
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No.
of
times in 25
years
(Rotation)
0
2
.
3
5 y
yr
y
r
r
2
1
1
5

Reference
(grass)

3
(willow
with
herbicides
and
fertilizers on 3
yr
rotation)

the same for
first
30
tonnes)
Transport (15
km)
Termination
Total energy
input
Total energy
return c
EROEI
Net
Energy
Gain NEG

2
5

1
2

8

1

1
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4753.5
776.51745
16.532.6
729.51691.5

12.96

12.96

8.64

6.65

6.65

6.65

37.7843.62
662.41821.6
17.541.8
624.61778.0

56.7662.60
8282278
14.636.4
771.22215.4

659.11663.15
6481783
1.0-2.7
-11.11119.8

a

Use of chemicals for crop protection currently is not allowed by Rijkswaterstaat. We
present these values to estimate how potentially herbicides can influence the energy efficiency of the whole system.
b

Harvesting cycle is 2 or 3 years and only one herbicide and fertilizer application takes
place during a harvesting cycle
c

The lower value corresponds to electricity only option, the higher is for combined heat
and electricity generation.

Energy Return on Energy Investment
The energy inputs of different activities in the four cultivation options are estimated in Table 8.7 (energy for mowing,
transport, natural drying & storage, and cut and chip harvesting per unit received biomass per hectare cultivated over
a 25 year period). The EROEI of the three willow cultivation options and grass was then estimated from the energy
inputs and energy return. From the result of the relative
total energy input obtained (comparing the total energy input
of the reference system potential i.e. gasification of verge
grass for electricity and/or combined heat and electricity
generation, to that of the three willow cultivation options Table 8.6), only the combustion of willow harvested for
production of electricity or combined heat and electricity, on
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a two-year short rotation cycle without the application of
fertilizers and herbicides during cultivation has a lower energy input than that of gasification of mown verge grass for
production of electricity and combined heat and electricity,
over the 25 year period; other willow options have higher
inputs due to the application of fertilizers and/or herbicides,
and the relative large amount of energy for mowing and collection of verge grass twice annually respectively. The dumping of verge grass mown twice annually at composting sites,
as presently practiced (reference system) is a total waste in
terms of energy, and should probably be discontinued if we
are serious about reaching the CO2 reduction targets.
Also from the results obtained (Table 8.7), the willow cultivation option 1 (combustion of willow harvested for production of electricity or combined heat and electricity, on a
two-year short rotation cycle without the application of fertilizers and herbicides) has the highest and most sustainable
EROEI values (17.5-41.8), followed by willow cultivation
option 2 (combustion of willow harvested on a two-year
short rotation cycle without using fertilizer, but with herbicides during cultivation) (14.6-36.4). However, willow cultivation option 2 has a higher NEG (net energy gain) value
than willow option 1 (willow cultivation option 1 = 624.61778.0 GJ/ha, vs. willow cultivation option 2 = 771.2-2214.4
GJ/ha). This is because willow option 2 compensated
enough and returned some more energy on the energy it
invests into herbicide production, transportation and application.
Willow cultivation option 3 (combustion of willow harvested
for production of electricity or combined heat and electricity, on a three-year short rotation cycle with application of
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fertilizer and herbicides during cultivation) had the lowest
and most unsustainable EROEI and NEG values (EROEI:
1.0-2.7, NEG: -11.11-1119.8 GJ/ha). This is because the
huge energy investments in fertilizers and herbicides are not
returned or justified by the yield gains harvested every three
years. The application of fertilizer and herbicides for increase
in yield and harvest under the 3-year rotation cycle is therefore needless and should be jettisoned in the study area, because it might even be counter-productive (having EROEI
of less than 1 and a negative NEG means that more energy
is invested than obtained). To put these EROEI values in
context we have collected some other results on efficiency of
energy production in Table 8.8.
Note that the results largely depend upon the boundaries of
the study and the assumptions that go into the calculations.
The relatively high EROEI values registered in this study are
largely explained by the fact that we are relying on existing
energy producing and distribution infrastructure (Twence
plant).
Although the reference system potential i.e. the gasification
of verge grass for production of electricity and combined
heat and electricity is less energy gainful and efficient in
terms of NEG and EROEI (NEG: 776.5-1745 GJ/ha,
EROEI: 16.5-32.6) compared to that of willow cultivation
options 1 (NEG: 624.62-1779.84 GJ/ha, EROEI: 17.5-41.8)
and willow cultivation options 2 (NEG: 771.24-2214.4
GJ/ha, EROEI: 14.59-36.37); it is still much more energy
gainful and efficient than willow cultivation options 3
(NEG: -11.1-1119.8 GJ/ha, EROEI: 1.0-2.7). Besides it is
more likely that grass can be grown on conditionally available lands.
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Table 8.8. EROEI estimates for various energy sources.
Energy source
Natural gas
Oil (1930)

EROEI
20-67
>100

Oil and gas (1970 - 2005)

12-30

Coal
Nuclear
Hydropower

27-80
5-15
>100

Wind

15-18

Road verge grass for biogas
Leaf fall and organic waste
Switchgrass or Miscanthus
on urban lots
Rapeseed for biodiesel
Biogas from crop residue
Road verge willow for
electric and heat cogeneration
Road verge grass for electric and heat cogeneration

Reference
Hall et al., 2014
Cleveland, 2005
Cleveland et al, 1984;
Hall et al., 2014
Hall et al., 2014
Hall et al., 2014
Hall et al., 2014
Hall et al., 2014; Murphy, Hall, 2010

2-3

Meyer et al., 2014

6-15

Arodudu et al., 2014

3-14

Arodudu et al., 2014

2
5-17

Firrisa et al., 2013
Arodudu et al., 2013

18-42

This study

17-33

This study

In the event of policy constraints that do not favour the
planting of willow on roadside soils as envisaged based on
results from this study, it should be accorded utmost priority
to prevent wasting valuable biomass and bioenergy resources
as it is presently done under the existing practices (dumping
on composting sites), with EROEI value of zero and negative NEG. Although, the willow cultivation option 1 and
willow cultivation option 2 looks quite desirable and attractive, in reality, the EROEI can only be maintained over the
25-year cycle, if and only if the harvest yield is maintained.
Although a handful of researches endorse the view that pol38

lutants from traffic on the road supplies diversity of nutrients that is good enough for supporting willow cultivation
(Warren & Birch, 1987; Cuperus et al., 1996; Gommers et al.,
2005), doubts still exists that the harvest yield can be maintained over a 25 year perio under intensive 2-year rotational
harvest cycles without need for fertilizers periodically. Since
fertilizer is the largest single energy investment in the life
cycle of willow cultivation (constituting 91.68-92.24%), its
application for harvest yield maintenance somewhere over
the two-year rotation cycles for a 25-year period will have
huge implications for the future sustainability of present
EROEI and NEG values for willow cultivation on roadside
soils.
Areas Available for Production
The total area of road verges unconditionally available
(without any constraints) along the four roads examined
under this study is 70.63 ha; while the total area of road
verges available conditionally (based on negotiation of biodiversity or ecological constraints) is 168.58 ha (Table 8.9). A
sample map showing unconditionally and conditionally
available road verges in the study area as obtained from the
GIS analysis can be found in Fig. 8.6. We may also calculate
that for A roads there is approximately 1.02-1.62 ha/km that
are currently unconditionally available for willow biomass
production, while another 2.61-3.66 ha/km or a total of
4.24-4.68 ha/km may be available if some changes are made
to the current regulations. For N roads the values are much
lower, but the range is much larger: 0.37-0.80 ha/km and
0.43-1.88, respectively, or a total of 0.80-2.67 ha/km. One
possible explanation for a much wider variability we saw for
N roads is because N35 was at some point designed as an
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extension of A35 and therefore has larger verge areas than
one would expect to see on regular N roads. The N18
seems to be a more typical N-road and the amount of verge
it produces is probably a more useful estimate if we want to
use this to expand our analysis beyond the study area for
other roads. In what follows we have assumed that biomass
is produced at that productivity uniformly along the span of
each corresponding road segment.
Table 8.9. Area and length calculations for the roads considered in
this study. The unconditionally available land is substantially less
than what may become available if certain environmental and
landuse constraints are lifted.
Road
Name

Road
Length
(km)

Cond
Avail.
Area (ha)

A1
A35
N18
N35
Total
A
Total
N
Total

27.12
19.51
18.36
5.57
46.63

99.22
51.01
7.90
10.45

Cond
Avail.
Area
(ha/km)
3.66
2.61
0.43
1.88

Total
Uncond
Avail_Area
(ha)

Uncond
Avail_Area
(ha/km)

27.69
31.69
6.82
4.43

1.02
1.62
0.37
0.80

23.93
168.58

70.63

The feasibility of generating energy (electricity) from roadside biomass (verge grass and willow SRC) can be discussed
in the context of resource and environmental constraints.
We are deliberately ignoring the issues of economic, monetary accounting and profitability because there is too much
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uncertainty and volatility in the renewable energy market so
largely influenced by subsidies and fossil fuel prices.

Figure 8.6. Visualization of sample conditionally and unconditionally available areas for willow development. Maps are produced
by using sequences of spatial operators relied to various conditional
statements and applied to the cadastral data.

The large difference between the road verge area conditionally (168.58 ha) and unconditionally available (70.63 ha)
along roads A1, A35, N18 and N35 indicates that there is
great opportunity in utilizing conditionally available road
verge for bioenergy production. As a matter of fact, from
the land use map of the study area, the area under forest in
eastern Overijssel is 102.47 km2, but only about 1.6% of it is
roadside forest. Although roadside trees thicker than 8 cm
are under protection by the Dutch Forest Act (Rijkswaterstaat, 2008), it is suggested that other larger areas of forest
farther away from the roads are actually better positioned for
the protection of valuable or vulnerable species than those
close to the roadside due to the frequency and intensity of
disturbance. Conditionally available land is a larger area than
unconditionally available land and more efforts are required
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to remove the current vegetation (usually trees), therefore,
the use of conditionally available land needs more careful
management. On the other hand, the soils of conditionally
available land are loamy because of the previous presence of
trees, rich in organic matter and nitrogen, and it is better for
willow development (Mortensen et al., 1998). In this vein,
exploring conditionally available road verge can be said to be
quite feasible. Also, 10 ha is considered the minimum operational scale for the establishment of willow SRC (Abrahamson et al., 2002). Consequently, it can be concluded that the
production of willow biomass on available road verges in the
study area is feasible in terms of land availability.
In the Netherlands, the total biomass production in natural
fields is around 3x106 odt/yr, 1.7x106 odt/yr of which is
contributed by forests, and approximately 1x106 odt/yr from
grassland. Due to conservation of biodiversity, only about
1.9-2.3x106 odt/yr of the total amount of biomass can be
harvested annually (Spijker et al., 2007). The estimated biomass production on available road verge in the study area is
relatively small compared to provincial and national demands (Table 8.10), and is within the capacity of the biomass
processing power plant Twence, which can convert about
140x103 odt/yr. The slight increase of biomass input for the
Twence biomass power plant will not become a burden; it
will only increase the green electricity production for the
Province.
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Table 8.10. Biomass production from verge grass and cultivation
options for willow SRC for the analysed roads.

Cultivation Option

Reference

1

2

3

Yield (t/ha/year) (Table 6)

8

16

20

24

Annual yield (odt/yr/ha)

0.32

0.64

0.8

0.96

Annual yield on unconditional areas (odt/yr)

565.06

1130.13

1412.66

1695.19

Annual yield on total (unconditional and conditional)
areas (odt/yr)

1913.72

3827.44

4784.29

5741.15

NEG max (total) (GJ/yr)

129482

272207

423965

257158

NEG min (total) (GJ/yr)

55842

95625

147586

-2549

Road verges can be mostly considered as wasteland. They
are quite heavily polluted by depositions from fuel combustion, as well as potential garbage and hazardous substances
coming from transportation. They are also under intense
disturbance due to noise, light and motion of traffic. As such
their natural conservation value is quite low. There is increasing interest in producing bioenergy from waste, crop
residue and by-products (Arodudu et al., 2013). There are
also programs in place that focus on using contaminated and
disturbed lands to produce bioenergy. As such road verges
can be very well considered in the same category.
The fact that these areas are already under heavy maintenance certainly is important to consider when doing the
overall estimates. Unlike the biomass production on natural
grasslands and abandoned pasturelands considered by
Arodudu et al. (2013) the production on road verges would
be much cheaper and energy efficient because it can be
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largely handled within the operations already stipulated by
the existing road maintenance regulations. The proximity to
the road network and ease of access are the other factors
that need to be taken into consideration.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In eastern Overijssel, the amount of land available for willow
SRC cultivation along A1, A35, N18 and N35 roads is about
239.21 ha. However only 70.63 ha can be used without any
ecological or land use concerns. If we can prove that strips
of willow are actually better serving the purposes of land use,
conservation, and, in some cases, road safety than grasslands, then we can considerably increase the size of area
available for its production.
Four alternative management options for bioenergy production on estimated available road verge were considered, in
addition to the reference option, which is currently used and
which requires grass to be mowed and then composted.
Other options considered assume gasification of verge grass,
and four willow cultivation options that are studied for different available area sizes, fertilizer and herbicide inputs, and
rotation lengths. The comparison of EROEI shows that
willow cultivation on road verge, without any application of
fertilizer or herbicide has the best energy performance.
While this study recommends this management option, it is
still not as efficient as common commercial cultivation of
willow. However, if the energy input of the reference system
(mowing and transporting verge grass twice a year) is considered as a baseline, it would actually become an energy and
cost saving venture for Rijkswaterstaat and municipal authorities, which currently are in charge of verge management
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in the Netherlands, but for whom it remains a cost rather
than a revenue source.
With this paper we are continuing our quest for alternative
sources of bio-energy that are in no conflict with agriculture
or nature. We have previously considered urban, built-up
areas (Arodudu et al., 2014); here we focus on areas that are
available along the roads. Although the available road verge,
biomass production, and energy generation even from the
best willow cultivation option are not significant comparing
to the national or even provincial level in the Netherlands,
the idea of making use of the Dutch roads is definitely feasible from the perspectives of resource conservation. It is also
very likely to be beneficial from the financial and environmental viewpoints. The presently unused road verge can be
easily turned into a feedstock for biomass, producing additional energy and financial gains. This kind of bioenergy
production should therefore be accorded attention, its marginal contribution notwithstanding. In the event of an acute
shortage and further depletion of the Earth’s fossil fuel resources and supplies, and an eventual need for stronger
commitments to the implementation of climate change mitigation options, road verges might end up being a valuable
contributor to ensuring energy sustainability by complementing other renewable energy sources in the energy mix. Certainly a comprehensive Life Cycle Impact Assessment, taking into account other main damage categories (climate
change, resources, ecosystem quality, human health) will be
required before final decisions are made, however here we
already see that from the energy efficiency (EROEI) point of
view the scenarios of low input willow and grass production
can be feasible and beneficial for the energy system of Overijssel province.
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Switching to alternative energy sources and developing policies that would promote them is not going to be easy. Even
if we know the stakes and benefits involved in such transitions, translating them into action is not straightforward and
may require additional research of the decision making processes, perhaps applying such techniques as co-evolutionary
games (Perc & Szolnoki, 2010), agent based modelling (Filatova, et al., 2013) and participatory modelling (Voinov &
Bousquet, 2010).
For now what we find is that with 137,000 km of roads,
Netherlands is poised to be able to produce quite significant
amounts of biomass for energy if road verge is harvested.
Assuming the very conservative estimate of verge area per
ha in Table 8.9 we can calculate that if the entire unconditionally available road verge is used for bioenergy production
we can expect that some 50-177 PJ can be produced annually, depending upon the cultivation and processing technology chosen. This number can go up to 149-527 PJ if the conditionally available road verge is brought into the production. This can already be a substantial part of the 2.1 EJ estimated as minimum target of renewable energy production
by the year 2020; and perhaps even provide all of the 54.5%
that is expected to be from biomass sources (0.30 EJ) (Atanasiu, 2010). It is also very promising that all this energy can
be produced with relatively high efficiencies (Table 8.8) and
at no additional social and environmental costs for the society.
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9. Mapping European Rapeseed Energy Efficiency
Voinov, A.A., Arodudu, O.T. and Firrisa, M.T
Energy is the driving force for economic development [1].
So far, fossil fuels are the main source of energy. Most of the
advances in livelihoods and life quality that we enjoy today
can be traced back to the abundant and cheap supply of fossil fuels that humanity has been enjoying over the past century. However, the present continuous reliance on fossil
fuels becomes risky for several reasons. First and foremost,
the resource is non-renewable and, currently its use is by far
faster than its rate of formation, as well as discovery. As
reserves shrink, extracting fossil fuels becomes more difficult
and eventually cost inefficient. There are also environmental
and human costs involved in extraction and production of
fossil fuels. Besides, fossil fuel consumption produces
greenhouse gases (GHG), which have been clearly shown to
be a major driver of climate change globally [2, 3]. According
to some estimates, 80% of the remaining fossil fuel should
stay in the ground if we are to avoid extreme climate change
conditions [4]. Moreover, much of the remaining fossil fuels
are contained in and have to be imported from politically
unstable countries, making their supply unreliable [5]. These
problems draw our attention to the search for alternative
energy sources [6], out of which biofuel energy looks like a
promising one. Compared to fossil fuels, alternative energy
sources bear much promise in terms of environmental impacts, energy security and socio-economic externalities [715].
Biofuels are derived from plants, and can be used directly for
heat, electricity production or converted to liquid fuel [16].
The latter makes them especially attractive as a substitute for
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energy in transportation, which is currently predominantly
driven by liquid fuels. Worldwide major crops for biofuel
production are corn, wheat, barley, sugarcane, rapeseed, oil
palm, soybean, sugar beet, potato and sunflower [16-18].
Currently biomass fuels are the only alternative to liquid
fossil fuels [19, 20], and, for example, can be used in unmodified conventional diesel-engines as in the case of Fischer–
Tropsch (FT) biodiesel [21]. A major controversy is that
biofuel production relies on the same crops that can be used
for food production [7, 22]. For example biodiesel is mainly
produced from vegetable oils such as rapeseed oil, sunflower
seed oil, soybean oil, all of which can be also used in the
food chain [13, 22]. This may increase food prices and has
indirect impacts on land use and biodiversity [6, 12, 14, 15,
23-25]. The European Union was the world leader in biodiesel and third in biofuel production in 2005 [7]. Out of the
total of 10.2 billion litres of biodiesel produced worldwide in
2007, 60% was produced in the EU, where rapeseed is the
major oil crop [7, 17, 26] accounting for more than half of
the production [27]. In 2008, 79% of all biodiesel feedstock
crops in Europe were rapeseed [17] and it was cultivated in
most European countries [28, 29].
The increasing demand for energy in general and the growing role of biofuels in meeting this demand makes it especially important to understand all the implications and consequences of biofuel production [25]. One of the major concerns is the overall efficiency of biofuel production [30].
Agricultural systems vary in energy inputs and outputs. Different agro-ecological areas have different agronomic practices [11, 31] and are influenced by different biophysical factors. This in turn influences the efficiency of biomass production. Obviously, studying the energy efficiency of a bio58

fuel production system under different agro-ecological and
agricultural practices plays a vital role in selecting and optimizing the technology in each type of environment.
Agricultural practices and energy production causes numerous externalities affecting the environmental and social conditions and should be studied within a more general context
of sustainability analysis [32] or Strategic Environmental
Assessment [24, 33]. A widely used efficiency indicator of
the energy production process is the index of energy return
on energy investment (EROI or EROEI), which is calculated from the following equation [34-39]:
EROEI = Eout/Ein ,
where Eout is the amount of energy produced, and Ein – the
amount of energy used in production. Clearly, EROEI of
less than or even close to one makes production thermodynamically meaningless since it would require as much or
even more energy than what is produced [39]. According to
some estimates, if we are to account for all externalities, a
minimum EROEI of 3 should be achieved in order to support continuing economic activity and social function [35].
Production of energy from renewable resources is a function
of land, labour, water, raw materials, etc. [36], which adds a
strong spatial component to the process. Production has to
occur on vast areas of land in various agro-ecological conditions [40]. Energy efficiency for corn ethanol for the entire
US on county level (for yield) and state level (for fertilizers
and irrigation) showed EROEI values ranging spatially from
0.87-1.27 [30]. There were previous attempts to present the
spatial variability of rapeseed production in Europe [41].
Land suitability and potential yield of rapeseed was mapped
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on a 1 km grid base across Europe. In our study we expand
these results by adding the energy input and output factors.
We largely base our results on a previous study of rapeseed
EROEI [31]. In that study a computational input/output
model was developed to determine energy production efficiency in the rapeseed biofuel production process comparing
different farming systems. Interviews with Dutch farmers,
conducted during that study also indicated that farmers do
not care much for which purposes the crop is used. They
will sell to a buyer from the food industry as well as to an
energy producer or to any other buyer as long as they receive
a good price for the product. The energy efficiency in the
crop production stage is, therefore, not really much different
for the various uses of the rapeseed oil.
In this study we extrapolate that study to produce a spatial
analysis of EROEI for Europe, and show where it makes
most sense to produce biodiesel from rapeseed and where it
does not. We focus on biofuel production from winter
rapeseed, which is the most abundant crop type due to a
higher achievable crop yield compared to summer rapeseed.
It is also more popular because having a crop with a high
level of ground coverage on the land during winter reduces
soil erosion and is considered more ecologically friendly [42].
Materials and Methods
Mapping EROEI was carried out for the twenty-seven current member countries of the European Union and Switzerland. The approach was to combine a Life Cycle Inventory
(LCI) based EROEI model and yield maps derived from a
suitability map with FAO long-term yield assessment. The
underlying assumption is that the yield of rapeseed very
much determines EROEI and varies with different agro60

ecological conditions for the same production inputs. For
our analysis, we use three major sources of information.
The Global Agro-Ecological Zones (GAEZ) project, a collaborative effort between the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the International
Institute for Applied System Analysis (IIASA), has produced
suitability maps for rain-fed oil crops for the whole of Europe. The GAEZ suitability map defines the percentage of
the maximum attainable yield that can be expected for a
given location based on the agro-ecological and climatic
conditions there [41]. We combined the GAEZ suitability
maps with a computational input/output model that was
based on LCI and farmer interviews conducted in Poland
and the Netherlands [31]. An important input parameter in
this calculation model is the yield. Interpreting the suitability
classes in terms of expected yields and linking them to the
computational model can produce energy efficiency maps.
Next, we used FAO data on rapeseed production for the last
50 years [43] to validate and compare the results that came
from the suitability analysis, and to refine the energy estimates based on country-specific conditions. We then used
the map of rapeseed production in the Netherlands obtained
from the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture (LNV) [44] to zoom
into country-specific conditions in the Netherlands.
The GAEZ model utilized a land resources inventory to
assess feasible agricultural land-use options and to quantify
expected yield resulting from cropping activities. The approach took into account specific agro-ecological contexts
for well-specified management conditions and levels of inputs. The characterization of land resources included components of climate, soils and landform, which are basic for
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the supply of water, energy, nutrients and physical support
to plants. The GAEZ results are based on a half-degree latitude/longitude world climate data set, 5-minute soils data
derived from the digital version of the FAO Soil Map of the
World, the 30 arc-seconds Global Land Cover Characteristics Database, and a 30 arc-seconds digital elevation data set
[45]. The GAEZ’s suitability map has eight suitability classes
and a ninth class “water”.
After downloading the global suitability map for rainfed
rapeseed [45], the map was clipped to the extent of Europe
using imported shape files of countries [46], and polygonised
for further processing.
All maps were reprojected to the continental European projection system (ETRS 1989 using LAEA.prj available in
ArcGIS). Intersecting the GAEZ suitability map with individual country areas enabled extracting the area per suitability class in each country. We validated the numbers at the
start of the analysis by comparing for each country the total
land area taken from the country maps with the country
sizes given on the EU website. On the average the difference
was 0.28% with the largest difference of around 1% for
France and Bulgaria. It was expected that the course resolution of the GAEZ suitability map would introduce inaccuracies in land areas. Therefore we performed another evaluation of the land area after intersecting the country maps with
the GAEZ suitability maps. Large landlocked countries
hardly suffered from land loss due to intersecting the maps.
Malta, however, could not be reliably mapped with the
GAEZ scheme as 24% of the area of this small island in the
Mediterranean was lost due to the intersection. Mild impact
of land loss due to intersection was observed for countries
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with relatively long coastlines (Denmark 8.5%, Cyprus 6.8,
Ireland 5.0, UK 4.8 and the Netherlands 3.5%). For our
purpose the quality of the map resulting from the intersection is however sufficient for further analysis.
The suitability map was converted into a yield map by taking
the maximum attainable yield (MAY) and multiplying it by
the suitability index. Instead of using ranges (like GAEZ) we
averaged the maximum and minimum values over the range.
In the GAEZ model, MAY for rapeseed was given for different levels of inputs in terms of fertilizers, chemicals and
cultivation practices, such as periods under fallow. The idea
was to look at sustainable MAYs, which are those which can
be sustained over long periods of time, so that agricultural
use does not destroy soil fertility and does not result in land
degradation. For temperate environments under rain fed
conditions, the GAEZ study included three levels of MAY
(Table 9.1) [45]. Basically this means that higher MAYs require more input of fertilizers and other agricultural efforts
to make sure that the yields are not destroying soil fertility.
Note that the MAYs here are significantly lower than the
maximal yield of 5.2 t/ha reported by FAO for Luxembourg
in 1980 [43]. While being higher, that yield probably cannot
be considered as sustainable. So we did not use this MAY
further in our analyses.
Table 9.1. Average of year 1960 – 1996, simulated maximum

attainable (sustainable) yield (MAY) ranges (kg/ha) across Europe
for rapeseed for high, intermediate, and low level inputs in temperature environments under rain-fed conditions.
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The GAEZ study converted rapeseed yield map for mapping
the biofuel energy potential. However, only the output energy was calculated in their study with no account of the ‘cost’
of production of this energy. In our study, we moved the
analysis further by also considering energy inputs that are
required to produce rapeseed and then convert the products
into energy. We applied the computational model of Firrisa
et al. [31] to calculate EROEI values for the different suitability classes under high, medium and low input using the
MAY values of Table 9.1. The following energy flows were
taken into account in the model (all energy inputs and outputs at farm level were expressed as energy (in mega joule
per hectare).
Inputs:

Cultivation Energy: The amount of energy in the
form of diesel fuel used for driving the tractor and
operating the machinery to cultivate the land multiplied by the energy content of diesel.
Fertilizer Production Energy: The energy required
for the production of the three major mineral fertilizers: nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium multiplied by the quantities of fertilizers. When raw manure was used as a substitute for mineral fertilizers,
we assumed its energy production costs to be zero as
manure can be seen as waste or side product.
Crop Protection Energy: The energy required for
production of insecticides, herbicides and fungicides
multiplied by an energy conversion factor and quantities used by farmers.
Transportation Energy: The energy required for
round trips between the farm house and field and
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from the field to the processing site multiplied by the
energy content of diesel.
Feedstock Production Energy: The total energy (MJ)
required to produce the per-hectare feedstock and
deliver it to the biofuel processing plant.
Conversion energy: The energy for extraction, refining and
RME production is dependent on the rapeseed yield and
amount of biodiesel produced from it
Outputs

Energy output in the form of biodiesel or RME. The
proportion of biodiesel with the same energy content
as 1.00 kg of fossil diesel multiplied by the energy
conversion factor of fossil fuel diesel.
The by- and waste products considered in the calculation were rapeseed straw, meal (cake), and glycerine.
Leaving straw, roots and empty pods after harvesting
the seeds on the land causes an assumed reduction in
the use of fertilizers. This is an average value used in
many LCAs and it assumes that the amount of straw
that becomes available as fertilizer is not dependent
upon yield.
The real energy content of rapeseed meal is unknown and, therefore, calculations are based on substituting rapeseed meal with another animal feedstock with a known energy value and an equal price.
The energy production in the form of glycerine is
seen as a percentage of the total energy requirements
to produce biodiesel.
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The problem with yield based EROEI calculations is that
the same yield can be obtained from highly suitable lands
under lower MAY values as from less suitable lands but with
higher MAY values. In the latter case, more fertilizers and
more pesticides need to be used, which translates into higher
energy investments. The actual conversion of rapeseed to
biodiesel involves a more or less standard procedure and can
be expected to have the same energy requirements over the
whole of Europe. But we also need to account for the variability of conditions under which rapeseed is grown. Since we
have insufficient information about what actual input farmers provide we started with simulating and comparing three
EROEI maps that illustrate rapeseed biofuel production
under standardized high, medium and low input levels over
Europe.
Then, we took the FAO reports on rapeseed productivity in
European countries and compared three scenarios under
which:
Rapeseed production is uniformly distributed across
all suitability classes, or
Rapeseed production only takes place in the 4 highest suitability classes, or
Only the 3 highest suitability classes are used for
rapeseed production.
The comparison of the productivity calculated across Europe (based on the reclassified GAEZ data and the different
MAYs from Table 9.1) with actual productivities reported by
FAO was done as follows:
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For a given MAY value, based on the suitability map,
the countrywide average yield was calculated by taking all the cells in a particular country.
Yield was calculated in each of the cells according to
their suitability, was summed up and divided them by
the area of the country.
Results were compared to the results that FAO reports for rapeseed productivity in different European countries [43].
A similar procedure was followed when calculating
EROEI values for the scenarios where rapeseed was
grown in the four or three highest suitability classes.
But then the yields of the four or three most suitable
classes were summed up and divided by the total area of the four or three highest suitability classes.
The last step was zooming into the rapeseed production
patterns in the Netherlands, where we actually know where
rapeseed is grown. The rapeseed field areas of 2009 [44]
were intersected with the polygonised GAEZ suitability map
[45, 46]. Areas per class were extracted and compared with
the FAO data. The FAO reported 2600 ha harvested area of
rapeseed for the Netherlands in 2009. Since we came to a
somewhat lower number we looked in more detail at the
datasets. The field data from the Ministry of Agriculture
included winter and summer rapeseed (2452 ha vs. 168 ha
respectively). The computational model of Firrisa et al. [31]
used for previous analysis was developed for winter rapeseed. After including this correction the two data sets
matched closely.
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Results
Main input for the analysis was the amount of land available
in the different suitability classes per country. This is presented in Table 9.2. The total surface of our study area (EU
+ Switzerland) was 4,379 thousand km2 of which 3,043
thousand km2 or 69.5% fell in the suitability classes 1 to 7.
Class 8 (unsuitable) and 9 (water) were ignored in our research.
To map spatial distributions of energy efficiency under three
different MAYs the suitability classes were translated into
expected yield. These yields are provided in Table 9.3.
The yield values from Table 9.3 were translated into energy
input, energy output and EROEI values based on the computational model of Firrisa et al. [31]. These are shown in
Table 9.4. Also the percentage of land available per suitability class in the study area is indicated. From Table 9.4 it can
be observed that, not surprisingly, lower suitability classes
with low yields result in low EROEI values. All EROEI
values close to or lower than 1 are areas where production of
biofuel costs more energy than what is obtained. From the
table we can also derive that the higher MAYs involve higher
energy inputs resulting in higher energy outputs compared to
lower MAYs. These investments result in relatively higher
EROEI values but it is noted that these increases are modest
compared to the increase in energy input.
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Table 9.2. Area sizes of rapeseed suitability classes per country de-

rived from intersecting individual country maps with the GAEZ
suitability map (Fischer et al., 2010). All area sizes are in km 2.
Class 8 (unsuitable) and class 9 (water) are not included.
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Table 9.3. Expected rapeseed yields in the GAEZ suitability

classes under three different input scenarios. High input production is
assumed to result in a maximum attainable yield of 4400 kg/ha,
intermediate input allows a yield of 2650 kg/ha and low input production yields 1000 kg/ha maximum.

Table 9.4. Energy input, output and EROEI values per suitability
class under high, medium and low maximum attainability yield
(MAY) based on the computational model of Firrisa et al. [41].
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Figure 9.1. Energy efficiency expressed in EROEI values at different farming input levels resulting in different maximum attainable
yields. A) high input level = MAY 4400 kg/ha, b) medium input
level = MAY 2650 kg/ha, and c) low input level = MAY 1000
kg/ha.

The spatial distributions of EROEI values are shown in Fig.
9.1. In the GAEZ suitability maps we can see that rapeseed
can be grown over large areas. However, our EROEI maps
show that energetically it makes sense to grow it only in particular areas with at least medium input in rapeseed produc71

tion. Now let us ignore areas with an EROEI lower than 1.5,
which are too close to the situation where we are losing energy in the production of energy. All GAEZ suitability classes 5 – 7 are facing this situation. This amounts to 54.9% of
the total area theoretically suitable for rapeseed production.
The majority of the areas with relatively higher EROEI values are located in Germany, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
France and Italy.

Figure 9.2. Average rapeseed productivity in different European

countries ranked according to the 1960-96 averages (assuming that
rapeseed production is uniformly distributed across all suitability
classes with no preference – scenario 1).

Our next step was to validate the suitability based yields by
comparing them with the FAO reports on rapeseed yield. In
Fig. 9.2 we present country-based FAO data with the
productivities calculated under the assumption that all suitability classes are used for rapeseed production (scenario 1).
In this figure we have separated the FAO data for 1960-96
and the 1996-2009 data. Interestingly during the last decade
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rapeseed productivity has increased by almost 30% compared to the previous three decades as can be seen in Fig.
9.3. The possible factors responsible for this increase are not
properly documented nor explicitly clear in such time series.
But it is likely related to more efficient agricultural practices,
including improved crop varieties and/or shifting rapeseed
production to more suitable and fertile areas and/or using
more energy for fertilizers and land cultivation. Again, we do
not know to what extent this increase in productivity is associated with higher energy inputs. Are we "buying" higher
yields by investing more fossil energy in the production? In
that case this is hardly helpful if rapeseed is grown as an
energy crop. The GAEZ estimates for MAY were for 19601996. Therefore, we ranked all countries according the FAO
reported average yields for these years.
Also shown in Fig. 9.2 are the productivities calculated for
all countries based on the various MAY estimates from Table 9.1, and assuming that average countrywide suitability is
used. Note that while the European average is somewhere in
the centre, most of the developed Western European countries are to the left, while most of the Eastern European
countries are to the right. The actual productivity in W. Europe is consistently higher than MAY estimates, whereas the
actual productivity in E. Europe is usually within the MAY
estimates.
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Figure 9.3. FAO reported yield developments for rapeseed in Europe over the last fifty years [43].

Figure 9.4. Comparison of FAO reports with GAEZ estimates

assuming production only in the top 3 and 4 most suitable classes –
scenarios 2 and 3.
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Fig. 9.4 presents EROEI values for scenario 2 and 3, assuming that rapeseed production is limited to respectively the
top 4 and top 3 suitability classes. Now we can see that the
FAO data are quite well matched for the Western
European countries, while in Eastern Europe the FAO results are significantly lower than the GAEZ average estimate.
Apparently, the GAEZ numbers and the FAO records are in
better agreement if we assume that 1) in Western Europe
production is skewed towards the most suitable classes; 2) in
Eastern Europe production is either quite evenly distributed
across various suitability classes (Fig. 9.4) or if it is also
skewed towards the most suitable classes, then it is conducted at lower MAY = 2650 kg/ha. It is only under these assumptions that we can bring the two data sets closer together. On the one hand it makes a lot of sense to assume that
indeed rapeseed is currently grown in areas that are more
suitable. On the other hand, the difference in productivities
that we find in the FAO results (Fig. 9.3) seems to match the
observations made by Firrisa et al. [31] who have found that
in the Netherlands rapeseed production is somewhat more
efficient than in Poland. Assuming production at high MAY
level in countries to the left of the European average
productivity in Fig. 9.4 and medium MAY level in countries
to the right of “Europe”, we can produce the map of Fig.
9.5. From this map we see that under current agricultural
practices, there is only about 10% of suitable land where
rapeseed can be produced with an EROEI over 2 and on
almost 53% of the land we are close to or effectively losing
energy when producing rapeseed for biodiesel.
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Figure 9.5. Energy efficiency expressed in EROEI values over

Europe assuming high input rapeseed farming in countries with a
productivity above the European average and medium input rapeseed
farming in countries with a productivity below the European average.

Looking in more detail at the Netherlands we analysed the
distribution of the actual rapeseed fields of 2009 over the
GAEZ rapeseed suitability classes. This is shown in Fig. 9.6.
Note that the coarse resolution of the GAEZ classes causes
inaccuracies when zooming in to local scale and field based
analysis.
We observe that there is a high density of rapeseed fields in
relatively suitable areas in the Northeast of the country. The
visual interpretation is confirmed by the analysis of actual
field distribution compared to what is expected based on
uniform distribution over all suitability classes (Table 9.5).
We found that more rapeseed is produced in the higher suitability classes and less in suitability classes 6 and 7. So apparently our assumption about production skewed towards the
more suitable classes holds.
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Figure 9.6. Suitability classes in the Netherlands (based on GAEZ

suitability maps [45]) and the areas where rapeseed was really produced in 2009 (based on Ministry of Agriculture data [44]).

Table 9.5. Distribution of actual and expected rapeseed production
arease (in ha) in NL over lands with various suitability classed and
expected yields under different input levels.
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Translating this into expected yields, we calculated a total
yield of around 6,000, 3,600 and 1,400 kg, respectively, under the different MAYs. The calculated yield for the highest
MAY is, however, way lower than the reported 10,541 kg
reported in the FAO data for 2009. Taking the long-term
(1996-2009) average productivity of 3,700 kg/ha for Netherlands, we get a much closer value: 8,451 kg. We checked the
Dutch rapeseed productivity figures and observed that 2009
was an exceptional year with much higher yields than the
previous years (Table 9.6). The average yield reported by
FAO is 4,620 kg/ha, which is higher than the MAY of 4,400
kg/ha.
Table 9.6. Dutch rapeseed yields in 1000 kg/ha over the period
1999 – 2009.

Discussion
We have seen that the maximum EROEI value across Europe is found to be 2.2. Under the lowest MAY of 1,000,
energy efficiency is hardly above 1, making low-input rapeseed farming impossible in terms of energy efficiency. The
higher MAYs of 2,650 and 4,400 kg/ha do increase EROEI
but not very substantially. EROEI values remain low: when
yields are 4 times higher, EROEI only doubles. Higher
MAYs are achieved by investing more in the rapeseed biofuel production process. More fertilizers, more effort in cultivation and more chemicals immediately translate into higher
energy inputs. Roughly one third of Europe is unsuitable for
rapeseed production; around one third of the area produces
rapeseed biofuel with an energy loss and only around a third
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of the area in Europe falls in the top 4 suitability classes
where at least no energy losses are expected from rapeseed
biofuel production. These are average estimates and they can
certainly be different for individual farms and locations.
More detailed information about production techniques under different agro-climatic conditions could improve our
estimates. But the general picture shows that efficiency of
rapeseed biofuel production under existing agricultural practices and conversion technologies is too low to be a promising solution
The EROEI distribution over Europe led to new interesting
questions and hypotheses. Especially, considering the fact
that many West European countries ended up on the left
hand side of Fig. 9.2 (and 9.4) while many East European
countries are on the right hand side. Since we have no reason to assume that in the East production is deliberately
confined to less suitable areas we can assume that West European countries simply have more intensive agriculture
practices resulting in higher yields, while in many East European countries agricultural practices are somewhat less efficient. This is because FAO reported yields for East European countries are even lower than what we would expect
based on their averaged suitability indices with MAY = 4,400
kg/ha (in Lithuania, Latvia, Romania). At the same time,
making these comparisons is not straightforward because we
do not know where exactly in countries the yield has been
produced.
Theoretically limiting production to the most suitable areas
immediately increases the average yields. However we
should keep in mind that those most suitable areas are likely
to be most suitable also for other crops, potentially creating
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a conflict between crop growth for food vs. for fuel. The
assumptions presented as scenarios 2 and 3 are certainly
realistic because according to FAO so far the total area under rapeseed is less than the total area of the top 4 or top 3
suitability classes for all countries. And doing so, Europe can
potentially produce rapeseed biofuel more efficiently. However this will come at a cost of using land for producing
fuels instead of supplying food.
Looking into the FAO data we may hypothesize that during
last decades, MAY might have been increased due to use of
more productive crop varieties. The high yield of 4.6 thousand kg/ha for the Netherlands in 2009 may support this
hypothesis. However, again we do not know if this MAY is
sustainable or if yields were artificially pushed higher beyond
the agricultural capacity, most likely at higher environmental
costs. Likely, it is a bit of both. Combining information on
crop varieties used by farmers linked with more detailed
productivity results from test farms (linking different onfarm practices to yields of different varieties) are required to
make a solid claim on this issue.
Looking into the Dutch rapeseed production areas we see
that they are, as expected, mainly concentrated in the more
suitable areas. It is only natural to allocate crop production
first of all to areas that are best suited for that. The fact that
Dutch rapeseed growers also appear to be present in areas
where according to GAEZ they should not be present at all
may be an unsustainable situation. But it could also show
that local conditions may be different from the generalized
and spatially aggregated coarse suitability classification from
GAEZ. Rapeseed production in the Netherlands showed in
2009 an exceptionally high productivity. This could be due
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to improvements in varieties used. It may also be an indication that yields are achieved in an unsustainable way by applying significant amounts of fertilizers to raise the yields
beyond sustainable MAY even on marginally suitable lands,
meaning that certain factors such as soil degradation, water
pollution, etc. are not taken into account. It shows in that
for full-cost accounting, we have to assume that only higher
energy inputs can produce the high yields and compensate
for the externalities.
Our results show that when energy efficiency is taken into
account, the RME potential of Europe is significantly lower
than what comes from the estimates based on biomass
productivity only [41, 47]. This only shows the importance
of more comprehensive LCA studies in this area, taking into
account all the technological developments as well as the
restrictions that are driven by land availability, environmental
quality and social acceptance.
Conclusions
There is still a lot of uncertainty in how EROEI can be estimated across large spatial domains with much heterogeneity both in agricultural, climatic and technological practices.
In terms of energy efficiency, rapeseed production does not
look very promising in Europe as a source of bioenergy.
European countries may need to put more consideration to
energy efficiency as one the sustainability criteria for renewable energy production.
There is probably still potential for increasing rapeseed
productivity in the majority of European countries. As we
have seen it has already increased quite substantially during
the past decade. Better varieties, improved agricultural tech81

nology and more efficient energy use can probably further
increase the energy efficiency. This is promising as long as it
is sustainable and does not compromise food security.
EROEI values vary spatially and consideration should always be where to and why produce rapeseed in a particular
area. However in most cases it is still unlikely that the gains
will be substantial enough to make rapeseed a sustainable
source of bioenergy in the long term. Finding ways to curb
energy demands instead of increasing supply by all means
seems to be a more promising strategy [48].
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10. Climate Change Pathways and Uncertainty on Recoverable Energy Resources
Iñigo Capellán-Pérez, Iñaki Arto, Josué M. Polanco-Martínez, Mikel
González-Eguino, Marc B. Neumann1
Future emissions critically depend on the availability of fossil
fuel resources (responsible for 65% of total greenhouse gas
emissions in 20102). However, their global resource base is
commonly considered to be large enough to cover the bulk
of the energy demands through the 21st century in current
baseline scenarios based on the high estimates assumed by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).3 As
the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES)4 concluded, “It is evident that, in the absence of climate policies,
none of the SRES scenarios [ending at 2100] depicts a premature end to the fossil fuel age”. Accordingly, fossil fuel resource abundance, understood as vast geological availability
accessible at an affordable price, is a default assumption in
most of the prominent integrated assessment models used
for climate policy analysis, and future energy transitions are
thus largely modelled as demand-driven transformations.5
1

This chapter now published doi:10:1039/C6EE01008C
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IPCC, “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change.”

Ibid.; IPCC SRES, Special Report on Emissions Scenarios; McCollum et al., “Fossil
Resource and Energy Security Dynamics in Conventional and Carbon-Constrained
Worlds”; Rogner et al., “Chapter 7 - Energy Resources and Potentials”; Höök and Tang,
“Special Section: Transition Pathways to a Low Carbon Economy”; van Vuuren et al.,
“The Representative Concentration Pathways.”
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IPCC SRES, Special Report on Emissions Scenarios.

McCollum et al., “Fossil Resource and Energy Security Dynamics in Conventional and
Carbon-Constrained Worlds”; Höök and Tang, “Special Section: Transition Pathways to a
Low Carbon Economy”; Capellán-Pérez et al., “Fossil Fuel Depletion and Socio-Economic
Scenarios”; Rogner et al., “Chapter 7 - Energy Resources and Potentials.”
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An examination of the updated IPCC estimates of carbon
content in fossil fuel resource (Figure 10.1) reveals that this
abundance paradigm stems mainly from coal (the most carbon intensive fossil fuel), and to a lesser extent, from unconventional gas. In both cases, these high estimates have
wider ranges of uncertainty than oil or conventional gas. In
the case of coal, which has been extensively extracted for
decades and currently represents the second-largest primary
energy source globally after oil, the IPCC lowest bound is
45-fold its past extraction.

Figure 10.1. Ranges of remaining carbon content estimates of fossil fuels from

the IPCC-AR56 (blue bars) and from our literature review of remaining ultimately recoverable resources (RURR) (red bars) (conventional oil, unconventional oil, conventional gas, unconventional gas and coal) in gigatonnes of carbon (GtC). The values from the literature review of RURR are obtained by
multiplying the energy content estimates by the carbon factors from the IPCCAR57. For comparison, the total cumulative carbon emissions from fossil fuel
combustion to date are around 350 GtC. shows the empirical cumulative distribution function by fuel from the RURR literature review.

Rogner et al., “Chapter 7 - Energy Resources and Potentials”; IPCC, “Climate Change
2014: Mitigation of Climate Change.”
6
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IPCC, “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change.”
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The consensus on the abundant availability of energy was
pointed out as a shortcoming in the IPCC 5th Assessment
Report (IPCC-AR5) following the review of the full range of
baseline scenarios in the literature. According to the report,
although some assumptions vary considerably (e.g., future
income, energy demand, and carbon intensity), there is less
diversity in others: “the scenario literature does not systematically explore the full range of uncertainty surrounding
development pathways and possible evolution of key drivers
such as population, technology, and resources”. In fact, a
fraction of unconventional fuels has only recently become
economically profitable and the existing estimates for these
are sparse and with a tendency to overestimation. On the
other hand, for coal, usually seen as a vast abundant resource, there are large uncertainties related to the available
resource base due to the lack of transparent, robust and upto-date estimates at a global level. Recent studies are pointing to potentially large overestimates in coal resource assessments as geologists uncover restrictions on the coal that
is extractable.8 This phenomenon is especially relevant in
some regions that have a substantial share of the global resource, such as the USA (30% of the world’s reported reserves) where the National Academy of Sciences recently
concluded that existing coal reserve data are insufficient for
long-term planning.9

Heinberg and Fridley, “The End of Cheap Coal”; Rutledge, “Estimating Long-Term
World Coal Production with Logit and Probit Transforms”; Höök et al., “Global Coal
Production Outlooks Based on a Logistic Model”; Mohr et al., “Projection of World Fossil
Fuels by Country.”
8

National Academy of Sciences, Coal; USGS, “The National Coal Resource Assessment
Overview.”
9
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In the light of these facts, we have analysed the sensitivity of
the climate response to the availability of fossil fuel energy
resources considering peer-reviewed estimates of the total
amount of resources that could ever be recovered, independently of the current economic and technological context, i.e., the ultimately recoverable resources (URR). The
URR approach aims to provide a “best estimate” using the
most robust, transparent and up-to-date information available, and has been successfully applied to explore future fossil
fuel extraction at regional and global levels.10 For this, we use
data from a meta-analysis covering all the historic estimates
ever made up to 2012 for conventional fuels,11 and two recent assessments that critically discuss current estimates for
unconventional oil and gas12. The carbon endowment associated with these estimates is depicted in Figure 10.1 and
compared to the aforementioned IPCC ranges.13 A comparison between the two sets of estimates shows that the energy
resource base of the IPCC is in the top of the range (for oil
and conventional gas) or above the range (for unconventional gas and coal) obtained with the URR methodology,
suggesting that fossil fuels might be less abundant than previously thought. Nevertheless, in both cases, the remaining
total carbon content is much greater than the identified

Höök and Tang, “Special Section: Transition Pathways to a Low Carbon Economy”;
McGlade and Ekins, “The Geographical Distribution of Fossil Fuels Unused When Limiting Global Warming to 2 °C”; Mohr et al., “Projection of World Fossil Fuels by Country”;
Hughes, “Energy.”
10
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Dale, “Meta-Analysis of Non-Renewable Energy Resource Estimates.”

McGlade and Ekins, “The Geographical Distribution of Fossil Fuels Unused When
Limiting Global Warming to 2 °C”; Mohr et al., “Projection of World Fossil Fuels by
Country.”
12
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IPCC, “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change.”
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“carbon budget” for having a likely chance of limiting temperature rises to 2°C (260-410 GtC).
Although previous studies have estimated future emissions
paths applying an URR approach,14 we make four main contributions to the literature by: (1) using a probabilistic approach for recoverable energy resources; (2) using an integrated assessment model of climate change (GCAMMAGICC), enabling us to capture the complexity of energy
substitutions, technology improvements, economic interactions and trade-offs with land-use; (3) integrating the uncertainty in the response of global temperature to a doubling of
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations (equilibrium
climate sensitivity, ECS), allowing us to analyse the climate
response in terms of total radiative forcing and global surface temperature change; and (4) performing an uncertainty
analysis (Monte Carlo simulation with n = 1,000 runs) and a
global sensitivity analysis (using standardized regression coefficients).
Therefore, the proposed framework combines the uncertainties in future emission pathways and in ECS, which have
been identified as the factors that contribute most to uncertainties in the projection of global temperature change.15
Although research to better characterize ECS has been conBrecha, “Emission Scenarios in the Face of Fossil-Fuel Peaking”; Capellán-Pérez et al.,
“Fossil Fuel Depletion and Socio-Economic Scenarios”; Kharecha and Hansen, “Implications of ‘peak Oil’ for Atmospheric CO2 and Climate”; Mohr et al., “Projection of World
Fossil Fuels by Country”; Ward et al., “Renewable Energy in China”; Höök and Tang,
“Special Section: Transition Pathways to a Low Carbon Economy.”
14

IPCC, “Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014”; Knutti and Hegerl, “The Equilibrium
Sensitivity of the Earth’s Temperature to Radiation Changes”; Wigley and Raper, “Interpretation of High Projections for Global-Mean Warming”; Webster et al., “Analysis of
Climate Policy Targets under Uncertainty.”
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ducted for several decades, little progress in narrowing its
uncertainty has been achieved, with special difficulties in
ruling out higher values. Current overall understanding of
ECS indicates a 68% confidence range between 2–4.5 °C.16
In our study we integrate the approaches of two different
research communities: geologists and geological engineers,
who have focused on estimating recoverable energy resources robustly and transparently, and the climate integrated assessment modelling community, which has centred its
efforts on exploring the technological and socioeconomic
dimensions assuming the energy-abundance paradigm from
conventional natural resource economics. Finally, by applying an ECS consistent with IPCC-AR517, and the GCAMMAGICC model which has been used in all IPCC reports to
date, we ensure a robust comparison with IPCC-AR5 outcomes.
Materials and Methods
In this section we summarize the materials and methods
applied to perform the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses in
relation to the likelihood of climate change pathways under
uncertainty on fossil fuel resources availability and equilibrium climate sensitivity. For a detailed overview of the applied
methodology see Capellán-Pérez et al., (2016).18
16

Knutti and Hegerl, “The Equilibrium Sensitivity of the Earth’s Temperature to Radiation Changes.”
17

IPCC, “Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014”; Rogelj et al., “Implications of Potentially Lower Climate Sensitivity on Climate Projections and Policy.”
Capellán-Pérez et al., “Likelihood of Climate Change Pathways under Uncertainty on
Fossil Fuel Resources Availability.”
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All depletable resources are modelled in GCAM by cumulative supply curves, i.e., upward-sloping supply-cost curves
where the marginal monetary cost of resource extraction
increases with cumulative extraction. This curve results from
applying the law of diminishing returns to geology: the first
deposits exploited are the most accessible and thus the most
economically profitable. Thus, the availability of a nonrenewable resource depends on the accessible amounts of
the resource and the corresponding extraction cost.
We designed a probabilistic analysis considering uncertainties in the following inputs: (a) the RURR estimates of nonrenewable energy resources and the associated supply-cost
curve shapes; and (b) the equilibrium climate sensitivity
(ECS). The CO2 emissions arising from energy and land use
changes are computed in GCAM. These emissions are then
passed on to the climate model emulator MAGICC together
with an input value for the ECS where the total radiative
forcing (TRF) and global mean surface temperature change
(ΔT) are computed. The GCAM-MAGICC model is run in
baseline mode (i.e. scenarios with no additional climate policy) for the period 2005-2100. The entire process for a single
simulation is illustrated in Fig. 10.2.
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Figure 10.2. Methodology of GCAM-MAGICC simulation.
The yellow boxes (RURR, Supply-cost curves, ECS) refer to the
uncertain inputs that need to be supplied for a simulation.

The probabilistic analysis was performed in four steps:
1. Literature review on uncertainty of inputs,
2. Propagation of uncertainty of inputs through the
GCAM-MAGICC for the period 2005-2100 using
Monte Carlo simulation (n = 1,000),
3. Analysis of the uncertainty of outputs: total cumulative CO2 emissions, total radiative forcing and global
surface temperature change,
4. Identification of the inputs that explain most of the
uncertainty in the outputs (global sensitivity analysis).
The GCAM-MAGICC Model
The Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM) is a global
IAM available under the terms of the ECL open source li-
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cense version 2.0.19 In this chapter, we use the standard release of GCAM 3.2 with the non-renewable energy supplycost curves and ECS values specifically modified in each
scenario. GCAM is a partial equilibrium optimization system
(dynamic-recursively solved for every 5 years in the period
2005–2100) global model, integrating the global economy
with energy, agriculture and land use systems. Although the
model is regionally disaggregated, we apply global supplycost curves for each resource since in this version of the
model assumes global energy markets. It includes a representation of the climate system, the Model for the Assessment
of Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate Change (MAGICC)
5.320 which is similar to the version 6 applied in the IPCCAR5 review of baseline scenarios.21 MAGICC total radiative
forcing output has been adjusted to the RCP definition excluding mineral dust, nitrate and the effect of land albedo.22
The general structure is unidirectional: the exogenous socioeconomic inputs drive the energy extraction and the associated GHG that subsequently induce the temperature increase (with no damage function).

Brenkert et al., “Model Documentation for the MiniCAM”; Calvin et al., “GCAM Wiki
Documentation”; Clarke et al., “Scenarios of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Atmospheric
Concentrations”; Kim et al., “The Object-Oriented Energy Climate Technology Systems
(ObjECTS) Framework and Hybrid Modeling of Transportation in the MiniCAM LongTerm, Global Integrated Assessment Model.”
19

Wigley and Raper, “Implications for Climate and Sea Level of Revised IPCC Emissions
Scenarios”; Wigley and Raper, “Reasons for Larger Warming Projections in the IPCC
Third Assessment Report.”
20

Meinshausen, Raper, and Wigley, “Emulating Coupled Atmosphere-Ocean and Carbon
Cycle Models with a Simpler Model, MAGICC6 – Part 1.”
21
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Thomson et al., “RCP4.5.”
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Uncertainty and Sensitivity
Monte Carlo simulation is performed to obtain the probability distributions of three outputs Y: cumulative CO2 emissions, radiative forcing and temperature change. GCAM is
run with 1,000 scenarios that are obtained by random sampling from the probability distributions of the 11 inputs Xi
(conventional oil RURR, unconventional oil RURR, conventional gas RURR, unconventional gas RURR, coal RURR,
uranium RURR, conventional oil shape, unconventional oil
shape, gas shape, coal shape and equilibrium climate sensitivity). We consider one shape for natural gas since GCAM
model aggregates conventional and unconventional gas in a
single supply-cost curve; see Table 10.1 and Fig. 10.3. For
coal, conventional oil and conventional gas, since we have a
large set of studies with no preference of any particular one,
we consider the estimates as equally probable. Therefore, in
the Monte Carlo analysis we randomly sample an entry from
the data set, which is equivalent to sampling form the corresponding empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF).
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Table 10.1. Information source for the probability distributions of
model inputs

Input

Remaining
Ultimately Recoverable Resources (RURR)

Shape of the
cumulative supply-cost curves

Probability distribution
Conventional oil
Conventional
gas
coal

ECDF of estimates from Dale (2012)’s
filtered dataset23

Unconventional
oil
Unconventional
gas

Discrete triangular distribution with
probabilities of 0.2, 0.6, and 0.2 for low,
best guess and high estimates from Mohr
et al., (2015)24

Uranium

Linearly decreasing probabilities for four
RURR levels from NEA (2012)25

Conventional oil
shape
Unconventional
oil
Natural gas
shape
Coal shape

Equal probability (1/3) to each shape
considered (inverse, exponential and
logistic)

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS)

ECDF from Rogelj et al., (2014)26
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NEA and IAEA, “Uranium 2011: Resources, Production and Demand.”

Rogelj et al., “Implications of Potentially Lower Climate Sensitivity on Climate Projections and Policy.”
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Figure 10.3. Empirical cumulative distribution function of the inputs. A, for oil (conventional and unconventional), gas (conventional
and unconventional) and coal RURRs (log scale). B, for uranium
RURR, D, shapes of the supply-cost curve. For the fossil fuels, the
probability assigned to each shape (inverse, exponential and logistic)
is 1/3. The shape for uranium is fixed to inverse. There is only one
shape for natural gas since GCAM model aggregates conventional
and unconventional gas in a single supply-cost curve. D, for equilibrium climate sensitivity.

To determine which of the uncertain inputs (X) are responsible for producing uncertainty in the outputs (Y), we calculated the squared standardized regression coefficients
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(SRC2).27 Since the GCAM model does not distinguish between the conventional and unconventional gas resource,
total natural gas RURR (the addition of conventional and
unconventional gas RURRs) is considered as a single input
for the sensitivity analyses. The resulting SRC2 approximate
the first-order contributions of the inputs to the output variance. R2 represents the coefficient of determination of the
multivariate regression. All computations for the uncertainty
and sensitivity analysis were performed using R version
3.1.2.28
In fact, more parameters than the ones considered in the
analysis are uncertain in the model, such as future population evolution, technology costs or GDP growth.29 However, in this study we are interested in the role of resourcerelated uncertainties. For a review of methods and some
applications of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis applied to
IAMs of climate change see Van Vuuren et al. (2008)30 and
Anderson et al. (2014).31
Results and Discussion
Our results show that the minimum emissions path exceeds
the “carbon budget” to limit warming to less than 2°C by

27

Saltelli et al., Sensitivity Analysis in Practice.

R Core Team, “R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing. Vienna,
Austria: R Foundation for Statistical Computing; 2012.”
28
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29
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30
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the year 2100.32 The inflection point of the median cumulative emissions around the middle of the century indicates
that most fossil fuel resources are by then entering the depletion phase, driving the transition to renewable energies.
By 2100, this leads to a value that roughly coincides with the
10th percentile of the IPCC-AR5 review of baseline scenarios (1,150 GtC). In fact, the probability that emissions exceed
current levels by the end of the century is less than 25%
even though the median primary energy consumption doubles over the same period.
Using total radiative forcing (TRF) enables us to compare
our results with the Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs), which constitute the new common set of scenarios
developed as a standard basis for near and long-term climate
modelling experiments. Four reference pathways (with no
associated probabilities) have been defined by the climate
research community spanning the range of 2100 radiative
forcing values found in the literature: 2.6, 4.5, 6 and 8.5
W/m2.33 According to our estimates, the median TRF trajectory closely follows the RCP8.5 path during the first half of
the century (Fig. 10.4B). However, in the second half, the
increase in radiative forcing slows down rapidly and then
levels off, diminishing slightly at the end of the century and
ending up close to the RCP6 level in 2100. By 2100, the 50%
confidence interval is 5.0-6.8 W/m2, well over the safe
thresholds to avoid dangerous effects (i.e., 2.6 W/m2). By
the end of the century, the two highest emissions pathways

32

IPCC, “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change.”

33
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son with the IPCC-AR5 review of baseline scenarios for 210034.
Shaded areas depict the uncertainty ranges (whole range, 5-95%,
25-75%); the black line represents the median. Numeric values are
provided in Capellán-Pérez et al., (2016).35 a, Total cumulative
CO2 emissions from industrial processes, fossil fuel combustion and
land-use change. The dotted lines depict the “carbon budget” range
estimated by the IPCC-AR536; b, Total radiative forcing (TRF).
For comparison, the four Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs)37 are indicated (blue, black, red and green dashed lines).
Note that the name of the RCP scenarios does not necessarily correspond to the TRF value for 2100 (e.g., RCP6 “only” reaches 5.5
W/m2 that year); c, Global surface temperature change since the preindustrial period. The dotted-line indicates the 2°C threshold.

RCP6 and RCP8.5, where the baseline scenarios currently
lie, have probabilities of being feasible of just 42% and 12%
respectively, due to the likely depletion of fossil fuels during
the second half of the 21st Century (Fig. 10.5b).
In terms of temperature change, we find an 88% probability
of surpassing 2°C and a 63% probability of it exceeding 3°C
by 2100 (Fig. 10.5c and 10.3a). Moreover, there is a 50%
probability of the 2°C level being reached between 2035 and
2055, confirming the need for urgent global action. These
results are in accordance with the implications of burning all

34
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35

Capellán-Pérez et al., “Likelihood of Climate Change Pathways under Uncertainty
on Fossil Fuel Resources Availability.”
36
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currently proven fossil fuel reserves.38 Moreover, as a consequence of the “fat tail” in the ECS, we find a 15% probability of temperature change above 5°C by the end of the century. The 50% confidence interval for temperature change
by the end of the century is 2.6-4.4°C; this result again lies
near the lower bound of the range of baseline scenarios in
the literature reviewed by the IPCC-AR5 (3.7-4.8°C).39

Figure 10.5. Likelihood of climate outcomes in 2100. a, Cumulative distributions of outputs: total CO2 cumulative emissions 2006-2100 (cumE),
total radiative forcing (TRF), and temperature change in relation to preindustrial levels (ΔT), and comparison with the 50% confidence interval from the
IPCC-AR5 review of baseline scenarios;40 b, Likelihood of reaching each
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) level by 2100: 2.6 (100%),
4.5 (92%), 6 (42%) and 8.5 (12%). For the evolution of the cumulative
distributions over time see the Capellán-Pérez et al., (2016).41

McGlade and Ekins, “The Geographical Distribution of Fossil Fuels Unused When
Limiting Global Warming to 2 °C”; Meinshausen et al., “Greenhouse-Gas Emission
Targets for Limiting Global Warming to 2 °C.”
38
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The cumulative probability of emissions and TRF for the
year 2100 depicts a bimodal distribution with a relative maximum at high levels between the RCP6 and RCP8.5 pathways by the end of the century (Fig. 10.4A). In other words,
the probabilistic approach makes it possible to identify a
relatively low, but significant, probability of reaching high
emission and TRF pathways by the end of the century, reconciling our analysis with the conventional outcomes of the
baseline models. The global sensitivity analysis reveals that
coal RURR uncertainty is, by far, the most determinant factor in the uncertainty of emissions and TRF (Table 10.2),
these high pathways being ultimately driven by the values of
the coal estimates in the upper regions of the RURR range
considered. As evidenced by intercomparison analysis,42
most models use harmonized default assumptions about coal
estimates ranging between the higher estimates of our
RURR review and the “IPCC range” depicted in Fig. 10.1.
This uncertainty could be reduced by a coordinated international effort devoted to evaluating the coal potential at a
global scale, as has already been proposed for the case of the
USA.43 However, the importance of coal resource uncertainty is somewhat lessened when looking at temperature
change, which is mainly driven by the uncertainty in ECS
(Table 10.2).

McCollum et al., “Fossil Resource and Energy Security Dynamics in Conventional and
Carbon-Constrained Worlds”; IPCC, “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate
Change.”
42

43

National Academy of Sciences, Coal.
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Table 10.2. Fraction of variance in climate outcomes for the year

2100 explained by the main inputs (squared standardized regression
coefficients, SRC2)
Total cumulative CO2 emis-

Total radiative

Temperature

sions

forcing

change

Conventional oil RURR

0.014

0.020

0.003

Unconventional oil RURR

0.003

0.007

0.002

Natural gas RURR

0.022

0.043

0.012

Coal RURR

0.730

0.676

0.138

-

0.017

0.702

Other inputs

0.004

0.005

0.001

Total (R2)

0.774

0.766

0.857

ECS

For total cumulative CO2 emissions and total radiative forcing, the coal RURR explains
73% and 68% of the uncertainty respectively, whereas for temperature change, coal RURR
explains only 14%, with equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) explaining 70%. Total (R2)
represents the coefficient of determination of the total multivariate regression. For the
evolution of SRC2 over time and the individual contributions of other inputs see CapellánPérez et al., (2016).44

The majority of previous URR studies applied a deterministic approach focusing solely on fossil-fuel related emissions,
finding levels of cumulative CO2 emissions by 2100 below
the RCP6 scenarios.45 Hence, their conclusions were limited
to indicate that the highest IPCC emission scenarios were
Capellán-Pérez et al., “Likelihood of Climate Change Pathways under Uncertainty on
Fossil Fuel Resources Availability.”
44

45

Ibid.
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incompatible with fossil fuel resource endowments. In contrast, we find a 42% probability of cumulative CO2 emissions being above 6 W/m2, which indicates that these previous studies by following a deterministic approach were not
accounting for values in the upper ranges of fossil fuel availability estimates from literature. Similar conclusions are obtained in relation to the assessment of the SRES scenarios by
previous URR studies.46 In fact, many of these studies, carried out in the 2000s, compared their outcomes with this set
of scenarios finding that the highest SRES emission scenarios A1, A2 and A1G were incompatible with fossil fuel resource endowments (see Fig. 10.6).

Figure 10.6. Comparison of the results from the sensitivity analysis with the IPCC-AR5 review of baseline scenarios47 and the
SRES marker scenarios.48 A, Total cumulative CO2 emission
pathways 2006-2100; B, Likelihood of exceeding the 2100 level of
each SRES scenario.

46

IPCC SRES, Special Report on Emissions Scenarios.

47

IPCC, “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change.”

48

IPCC SRES, Special Report on Emissions Scenarios.
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Our results could be misinterpreted in two directions: (1) in
a climate-constrained world fears over the scarcity of fossil
fuels are not a relevant concern, and (2) future impacts of
climate change are likely to be lower than expected due to
the reduced feasibility of the RCP6 and RCP8.5 pathways.
Firstly, although an effective policy to mitigate emissions to
safe levels would certainly require reductions in fossil fuel
use more rapid than their likely geological depletion, the
transition to renewable energies would actually happen in a
context of more expensive energy inputs (both monetary
and energetically49). Secondly, despite the popularity of the
2°C target in the last decade, confidence has increased that
even such a temperature increase may pose significant risks
to many ecosystems,50 spur slow feedbacks in the climate
system,51 or even trigger large-scale components of the Earth
system to pass a tipping point.52
Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are dependent on the
quality of the input distributions. In this sense, Dale (2012)’s
dataset,53 from which the data for conventional oil, conventional gas and coal are taken, is a compilation of all the historic RURR estimates found literature. It does not include a
comparative review of the quality, confidence and trustworthiness of the different datasets. Although these estimates
are found to be in broad agreement with a recent review of

49
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the RURR of fossil fuels,54 further work might be directed to
improve the dataset’s quality. Additionally, it was found that
the shape parameter of the supply-cost curves has a weak
influence on the uncertainty of the outputs in comparison to
the RURR (see Fig. 10.1). In fact, the examination of individual scenarios from the Monte Carlo analysis reveals that
most fossil-based technologies are not substituted by renewable energy technologies until fossil fuels are not depleted.
However, this result depends on model exogenous assumptions of future renewables technology costs, which were
beyond the scope of this study.
For a wider overview of the policy implications and limitations of this chapter see Capellán-Pérez et al., (2016).55
Conclusions
Fossil fuel resources availability is a key driver of emission
pathways. However, the uncertainty in this parameter has
not been sufficiently analysed in baseline emission scenarios.
The current integrated assessment models of climate change
apply very high endowments of fossil resources, assuming
that future discoveries and technological improvements will
make available the energy resources demanded by the economy at an affordable cost.
The reduction of uncertainties is a top priority in climate
change research. Our analysis constitutes an opportunity to
revisit the likelihood controversy concerning future climate
change that arose after the publication of the SRES in 2000
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when the methodology shifted to consider emission scenarios “equally sound”, with no associated probability.56 At the
time, this approach was questioned, pointing out the difficulty of effectively orientating decision-making in such a
framework.57 The process of estimating absolute probabilities for different scenarios would necessitate the comprehensive integration of all relevant sources of uncertainty, many
of which remain extremely difficult to estimate, due to the
existence of unknowns such as future human behaviour. 58
However, our results demonstrate that combining metaanalysis of current data from other disciplines within integrated assessment models helps to improve the consistency
of climate scenarios by shedding light on important factors
and processes that may previously have been excluded or
underestimated.
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Section V: Policy Actions, Impacts and Reception
This closing section contains three statements, each of
which is intended to inform policy development at different
levels. In the first of these, Ing-Marie Gren and her colleagues describe a modelling exercise that considers the effects of uncertainties on compliance measures.
The second chapter by Borga, et al considers the complementarities of different types of renewable energy sources in
Europe and describes scheduling problems and possible
ways of handling intermittency. The section closes with an
assessment of the state of art in climate-change policy at
global and regional levels, which has stagnated since the
economic collapse of 2008. This chapter looks at the relationship between alternative stabilisation policies and economic stability.
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11. Cost-effective Policy and Incomplete Information
on Policy Implementation
Ing-Marie Gren, George Marbuah, Wondmagegn Tirkaso
There is a general consensus worldwide on the need to reach
a low carbon economy to mitigate damages from climate
change. The increasing concern for damages from climate
change has called for development strategies reducing use
and dependence on fossil fuel. This approach thus associates
the concept of a low carbon economy with reductions in
fossil fuel while maintaining sufficient economic development, which calls for cost-effective solutions. This, in turn,
has been met by strategies suggesting technological development, and energy decarbonisation. However, irrespective
of number of options, the achievement of cost-effective
solutions can be hindered by the existence of incomplete
and uncertain enforcement of the suggested measures. Reasons for incomplete enforcement can be that targets on carbon reductions are filtered at different implementation levels
such as national, county and municipality levels. Another
reason is the existence of non-compliance with the regulations supporting the low carbon emission path. The degree
of incomplete implementation of enforcement depends on
type of policy instrument (economic, command and control,
information etc.) and on the institutional capability (e.g.
Sandmo 2002). The existence of incomplete implementation
cannot be disputed; in Sweden the compliance rate with the
Environmental Code varies between 3% and 99% of all regulated firms in different Swedish municipalities (Gren and
Chung-Zhong 2011). The actual implementation can thus be
regarded as uncertain. It depends on the compliance rate,
which, in turn, is affected by a number of different commu118

nity characteristics such as wealth, environmental attitudes
and norms (see Gray and Shimshack 2011 for a review).
The purpose of this study is to identify cost-effective strategies with incomplete and uncertain local implementation of
carbon abatement in the Stockholm-Mälar region in Sweden.
To this end we construct a dynamic optimization model with
probabilistic constraints on the achievement of carbon reduction targets. Decision makers are then assumed to apply
a “safety-first decision rule” where they assign a minimum
probability for achieving the carbon target. This approach is
particularly useful when decision makers hold relatively
strong aversion against deviations from a target or threshold.
Variations of the safety-first criterion have a long tradition in
economics for dealing with urgent targets, such as minimum
food supply (e.g., Tesler, 1955-56; Pyle and Turnovsky,
1970; Bigman, 1995). Our study applies the safety–first criterion originally suggested by Tesler, (1955) which allows for
the adoption of relatively easy and accepted decision rules,
minimization of costs under emission constraints, where the
emission constraint is formulated in probabilistic terms.
In order to calculate cost-effective paths to a low carbon
economy it is not enough to have a concept, but it has to be
operationalized. Among the first to do this was Prime Minister Tony Blair who suggested a 60% cut in British CO2 emission from the 1990 level to be reached at the latest 2050
(DTI, 2003). In our study we use the EU commission suggestion of a reduction by 80% compared with emissions in
1990 (European Commission, 2011). Calculations of minimum costs for reaching this target have been carried out in
several earlier studies at the national, regional (EU), and
global scales (see Capros et al., 2014 for a review). These
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studies include technological development for energy decarbonisation, energy efficiency, and cleaning technologies such
as CCS, but they do not consider incomplete or uncertain
enforcement.
In our view, the main contribution of this study is the consideration of uncertainty in implementation of abatement
measures. A few caveats are in order. Although we include in
total 12 different abatement measures, measures such as
hydropower, wave power, and CCS are not included. The
reason is the difficulty of finding data on costs and effects of
these measures. Another limitation is the use of a partial
equilibrium approach where demand for energy is exogenous. A justification is that endogenous energy demand
would require a general equilibrium modelling framework,
which accounts for the dispersal of effects and interactions
among different sectors through the price mechanisms. For
a very open system like the Stockholm-Mälar region, such
modelling is less useful since prices are determined outside
the region. Further, all abatement measures have other environmental impacts than just the one for carbon emissions.
For example, reductions in the use of fossil fuel also create
health improvement (by decreases in particulates). These
side effects are not included in the study because of difficulties in quantifying these effects. We also take the “production approach” on the region which means that only carbon
emissions originating from production in the region are included. Emission created elsewhere because of imported
goods and services are not considered. Reasons for our
choice are that this is the conventional approach in international negotiations and agreements, the difficulty of implementing policies and abatement measures outside the jurisdiction, and the insufficient access to data.
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The study is structured as follows. First, we present the numerical model, which is dynamic and accounts for uncertainty. Next, data retrieval is described, followed by the presentation of results. The study ends with conclusions and discussions of main findings.
Conceptual Approach
The ultimate question posed by the numerical model developed in this study is if and how to achieve an 80% GHG
reduction from the 1990 level in 2050 in a cost-effective
way. Cost-effectiveness is then defined as the allocation of
abatement measures over time and at different locations
which reaches predetermined targets in a specific time at
minimum costs. In principle, two classes of measures can be
used for reducing the emission of carbon; reductions of
CO2e emissions from fossil fuel and investment in renewable
energy. Investment in renewable energy is subject to depreciation over time because of reduced functioning, which
requires reinvestment. However, due to implementation
leakage abatement from both classes is obtained only under
conditions of uncertainty. The basic structure of the model
is illustrated in Fig. 11.1.
In each time period t, the business as usual (BAU) emission
of CO2e is determined by the emission of sources, X mBAU
where m = 1,.., n municipalities. These emissions can be reduced by decreases in the pollution at the emission sources,
Atmf where f = 1,..,l are the different types of sources such as
energy production, agriculture, and transports Annual reductions in CO2e are also obtained by
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Figure 11.1. Basic structure of the Stockholm-Mälar Carbon Cost Model.

replacement with renewable technologies, Atmr , where r =
1,..,q technologies. These are obtained from investments,
I tmr , which have a maximum technological life time, and are
then regarded as capital investments subject to depreciation
according to

Atmr

(1

)

r t

I mr

(11.1)

1 is the annual depreciation rate of technolwhere 0
ogy r. Abatement by means of a renewable technology r in
time t is thus determined by the accumulated investments
prior to t, and investment in period t.
r

However, total abatement in practice is lower because of
implementation leakage, and uncertain because of uncertain
implementation and enforcement, which is specific for each
municipality. Total abatement in each municipality is then
written as
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Atm

bm (

f

Atmf

r

Atmr )

m
t

(11.2)

1 is the share of abatement that is implewhere 0 b
m
mented and t is the stochastic parameter which is assumed
to be normally distributed.
m

Total emissions, X t

m

X mBAU

Atm , is subject to an emis-

sion target in period, T t . The introduction of a safety-first
decision rule implies that the decision maker chooses a minimum probability, , at which this emission target should
achieved. The probabilistic constraint is then written as
prob ( X t

Tt)

(11.3)

This can be expressed in terms of mean emissions or leaching, risk aversion, and variance in loads as (e.g. Taha 1974)
t

(

t

)1 / 2

Tt

(11.4)

where t E X t , with E as expectation operator;
shows the choice of α as the acceptable deviation of the load
from the mean, and t is the total variance. The left hand
side of equation (11.4) thus shows that reliability in achieving
the target is obtained at a cost, which increases with reliability concern or the probability of achieving the target, i.e., in
, and in the total variance in abatement, t .
The exercise of each abatement measure is subject to a cost,
which is described by the cost functions C mf ( Atmf ) , and

C mr ( I tmr ) which are assumed to be increasing and convex in
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their arguments, i.e., costs are increasing at a higher rate in
the use of the measure.
Additional assumptions are that abatement in each period is
subject to restrictions where only part, kf, of the BAU emissions can be reduced, part of total emissions from fossil fuel
use can be replaced by a specific technology energy, kr, in
each period. The reasons for these restrictions are that drastic reductions in emissions and land use are difficult to implement in a very short time period. The capacity restrictions
are then written as
Atmf

(11.5)

k f X mfBAU

I tmr

kr

f

(11.6)

X mfBAU

Given equations (1)–(6), the decision maker is then assumed
to choose among available options, Atmf ,and I tmr in order to
minimize total cost in present terms for achieving the carbon
emission and nutrient leaching targets, which is written as
Min

C

t

m

(

f

C mf ( Atmf )

r

C tmr ( Atmr ))

t

(11.7)

s.t. equations (11.1)–(11.6)
where

t

1
(1 i) t

with i as the discount rate.

The impact of incomplete and uncertain enforcement is
found by solving for the decision problem in equation (11.7),
which is made by formulating the Lagrange expression, L,
according to
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(11.8)
where
mf
t

0 is the Lagrange multiplier for the target, and
0 and tmr 0 are those for the different capacity

constraints on abatement measures. The Lagrange multipliers have an interesting interpretation; they provide information on the change in total discounted minimum cost for
a relaxation of the constraint. For example, a relaxation of
the carbon emission target in 2050 by one unit will decrease
the cost corresponding to .
We derive the conditions for a positive value from the firstorder condition of a cost-effective solution, i.e., the marginal
abatement cost for obtaining a unit reduction shall be equal
for all measures and correspond to . For ease of exposition but without loss of generality, we assume interior solutions where the capacity constraints are not binding. The
first-order conditions for the cost- effective solution are then
written as
t

t

C mr
I tmr

C mf
Atmf

bm

b m (1

t

(1

2

2
1/ 2
t

1/ 2
t

I

t
mf
t
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t
mr
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)(1

(11.9)

)

)

r T t

(11.10)

Both conditions state that the marginal abatement cost in
the present value, i.e., the discount factor times the marginal
abatement cost, on the left hand side shall equal the
weighted marginal impact on the target at the right hand
side. The lower the discount rate, and, hence, higher dis125

count factor the more expensive is the marginal abatement
cost in period t. High discount rate thus favours late abatement.
The marginal impact includes two effects, one is the decrease in average emissions and the other is the change in
uncertainty. The effect is then reduced for low bm, i.e. when
the implementation leakage is large. When

t

Atmf

0 the

impact is reduced compared to when there is no effect on
uncertainty. On the other hand, when uncertainty is decreasing in abatement,

t

Atmf

0 the abatement measure contrib-

utes to decreases in overall uncertainty and thus has a cost
advantage. The main drivers for cost effective solutions
from the model are:
Implementation leakage increases costs because of
the need for larger emission reduction in order to
reach the target.
Uncertainty in implementation of abatement
measures increases overall abatement costs because
of the need for a larger abatement in order to reach
the target with a minimum probability
Abatement measures with small increases in uncertainty have a cost advantage
Abatement is allocated towards municipalities with
relatively low implementation leakage and uncertainty in enforcement
Renewable energy has a cost advantage over reduction in fossil fuel since the impact acts over several
time periods. Overall costs are higher for a large de126

preciation rate since some of the abatement effect is
lost over time due to the depreciation
BAU Emissions, Abatement Measures and Costs
As shown in Section Conceptual Approach, the data needs
can be classified into three categories; BAU emissions of
GHG, costs and impacts of different abatement measures,
and implementation leakage and uncertainty. These data are
briefly presented in the following, and unless otherwise stated refer to year 2011, which is the latest year for which all
necessary data are available. All data is obtained from Gren
et al. (2014), which we refer to for further details.
The Stockholm-Mälar region we consider here covers an
area of approximately 34 000 km2 which is divided into 5
counties and 65 municipalities. The region’s inhabitants are
approximately 1/3 of the total Swedish population of 9.1
million in 2011. The share of economic activity as measured
by gross regional product is larger and amounts to 44% of
total gross domestic product (GDP). In total, emission of
CO2e amounts to 14.6 million tonnes in the StockholmMälar region, which corresponds to approximately 25% of
total Swedish emissions.
However, the calculated emissions vary considerably among
municipalities, see (Fig. 11.2), depending on population size
and economic production structure.
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Figure 11.2. Accumulated emission of CO2e from municipalities
in the Stockholm-Mälar region, and the EU 2050 target line
Source: Gren et al. (2014) Table A1

A sharp increase in emissions is observed around the 60th
municipality. Six municipalities (Stockholm Oxelösund,
Örebro, Västerås, Uppsala, and Köping) together account
for half of the total fossil fuel emissions. The highest emissions are found in Oxelösund which hosts a large firm in the
iron and steel industry. The next largest source is Stockholm
municipality where the largest share of the population lives.
It can also be observed that the EU 2050 target is achieved
by the accumulated emissions of 50 municipalities.
The numerical model includes reductions in coal, gas, diesel,
gasoline, and heating oil, and investment in wind, solar power, and bioenergy for heat and power production. Options
for reducing emissions from the transport sector increases in
the number of electric cars, and change in fuel to ethanol
and biodiesel. Costs for reducing the use of fossil fuels as
inputs in production are calculated as associated decreases in
profits. These are obtained from revealed demand function
for the fossil fuel products, which show the increase in profits from a unit increase in the use of the fossil fuel product
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in a competitive market. Similarly, costs of increasing supply
of renewable resources are calculated as associated increases
in production costs. These production costs are obtained
from the output supply functions, which measure the minimum price required for raising the production of the energy
in question by one unit. Costs of electric cars are calculated
by engineering methods since sufficient data on demand are
not yet available. Limitations are imposed on the introduction of electric cars where it is assumed that maximum 1/10
of the existing fossil fuel driven car fleet can be replaced
each year.
With respect to the choice of depreciation of electric cars
and renewable energy we assume levels related to the economic life length of approximately 10 years for cars and 20
for renewable energy. Finally, we need to choose the level of
probability in reaching the target and the discount rate. To
the best of our knowledge, explicit consideration of certainty
requirement has been made only for Canada (Kim &
McCarl, 2009), where the chosen probability was 0.8. There
are no reasons to believe that it should be the same for the
Stockholm-Mälar region. Because of lack of similar information for the region, we choose 0.8 as the reference case.
There is a large body of literature on the appropriate level of
the social discount rate, which is determined by pure time
preferences, growth in consumption opportunities, and utility of consumption (see e.g. Weitzman, 2001). The level of
the discount rate may differ between the counties due to
differences in consumption preferences and economic
growth. The use is generally also suggested of a hyperbolic
discount rate, i.e. a time-declining rate, for long term projects exceeding 50-100 years. A simplification is made in this
paper by assigning a uniform discount rate for all municipali129

ties, counties and time periods. Following recommendations
made for discounting future streams of net benefits, calculations of cost-effective solutions are made for a relatively low
level of 0.02 (Newell and Pizer 2003).
Incomplete and Uncertain Enforcement
In this study, incomplete and uncertain enforcement is quantified by means of data from compliance with environmental
regulations in Sweden (Holstein, 2010; Gren & ChungZhong 2011; Holstein & Gren, 2013). In these data source
regulated firms are classified into four different categories,
A, B, C and U, where firms in category A have the largest
environmental impact and firms in category U the smallest.
Firms in categories A and B require an operating license.
Examples of category A firms are nuclear power plants and
firms operating in the steel, paper and pulp industries. Large
farms and food producers are examples of category B firms.
The category C firms, such as medium-sized farms, have to
report their activities. Firms in category U, such as petrol
stations and laundries, do not need a license and do not have
to report their activities, but are under observation for reclassification into any other category.

The total number of regulated firms in the Stockholm-Mälar
region amounts to approximately 17000 firms, of which 75%
are U-classified firms, 18% C-classified firms, 4.7% B and
0.3% A-classified firms (Gren & Li, 2010). Violations are
reported when the supervision authority issues any injunctions and prohibitions necessary in individual cases. There is
a considerable variation in the violation rate among the municipalities, which range between 0.01 and 0.72. The enforcement rate, which constitutes our measurement of the b
parameter in the Section Conceptual Approach, then varies
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between 0.28 and 0.99. Uncertainty in enforcement is measured by the standard deviation for each municipality, which
is calculated by assuming a normal probability distribution, a
range of +- 10% around the average, and that the outcomes
are within the range with a probability of 0.95 for each municipality.
We use the GAMS code with the Conopt2 solver for all numerical analysis (GAMS, 2008).
Results
The EU target sets a maximum emission of 3.6 million ton
CO2e in 2050. This implies a reduction by 75% from the
emission level in 2011 which amounts to 14.6 million ton. In
order to evaluate the isolated effects of incomplete and uncertain implementation of abatement, we calculate costs under four different scenarios, with and without complete and
certain enforcement, see Table 11.1.
Table 11.1. Minimum costs for reaching 80% emission reduction under different
combinations of certain and incomplete enforcement, discounted billion SEK
Complete
forcement

en-

Incomplete
forcement

Certain enforcement

316

444

Uncertain enforcement

564

927

en-

The cost of 316 billion SEK for the 80% reduction in the
reference case with complete and certain enforcement corresponds to 1.4% of the discounted cumulative GRP (gross
regional product) of the Stockholm-Mälar region. This is
somewhat larger than that estimated for the entire EU,
which amounts to 1% of total accumulated GDP (Capros et
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al., 2014). One reason for the difference is that the results
presented in Table 1 do not consider any economic growth,
which would reduce that share of total abatement costs.
When considering both uncertain and incomplete enforcement, the total cost increases almost threefold, from 316
billion SEK to 927 billion SEK. The isolated effect on the
cost in the complete and certain enforcement is largest for
uncertainty. However, the incomplete enforcement requires
more abatement which reinforces the uncertainty effect on
costs.
In 2011 the total CO2e emissions have been reduced by 17%
from the 1990 emission level. This means that reductions up
to this level are obtained at no cost in all four cases. The
emission reduction is therefore reduced by this amount for
each year. It increases over time because of the advantage to
delay abatement because of the discount rate and depreciation of investment. Cost effective paths of the two polar
cases with and without complete and uncertain enforcement
show such patterns, but the decrease in emissions is more
rapid with uncertain and incomplete enforcement, see Fig.
11.3.
The development of the paths is similar up to 25 years. Reductions in emissions are then higher under uncertain and
incomplete enforcement because of the large abatement
requirements. This is also shown by the marginal abatement
costs in each period of time, which is higher with uncertain
and incomplete enforcement and has a more rapid increase
over time, see Fig. 11.4.
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Figure 11.3. Cost-effective share of emission of BAU emissions over the
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Figure 11.4. Cost effective marginal abatement cost over the time
period with and without certain and incomplete enforcement .

At each level of the marginal abatement costs in Figure 4 the
condition for a cost effective allocation of abatement among
measures and municipalities are met as shown by eq. (11.7)
in Section Conceptual Approach. We can therefore interpret
these as the necessary charges on emissions in each period
of time in order to reach the cost effective solutions. As
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shown by eq. (11.10) the charge imposed on the emission
source depends on the implementation leakage in the municipality and the effect on uncertainty. Charges are higher in
municipalities with low implementation leakage and for
measures with low increase in uncertainty.
With respect to allocation of abatement among municipalities in a cost-effective solution, the sixth municipalities with
the largest emission source also account for the largest
abatement costs. Together, they face 64% of total abatement
costs under incomplete and uncertain enforcement and for
54% with certain and complete enforcement. The higher
cost share is explained by the need for more abatement under uncertain enforcement for reaching the abatement target
with a probability of at least 0.80 and the capacity constraints
imposed on all abatement measures. Two municipalities,
Stockholm and Oxelösund, are on the top in both cases but
switch positions. Oxelösund has the largest share (0.22) with
uncertain enforcement and Stockholm hast the highest share
(0.17) with certain enforcement.
However, the costs under uncertain enforcement decrease
for a lower probability and increases for a higher probability
see Fig. 11.5.
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Figure 11.5. Cost-effective achievement of 80% CO2e reduction in 2050 under
uncertain enforcement and different probabilities of reaching the target.

Under incomplete enforcement it is not possible to achieve
reductions with higher probabilities than 0.8 because of capacity constraints on all abatement measures. Nevertheless,
the costs are more than doubled from the deterministic case
when probability is 0.5. The increase is larger with complete
but uncertain enforcement, an increase in the probability of
0.5 to 0.95 raises costs by almost fourfold.
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study has been to investigate the possibilities and properties of achieving a low carbon economy
when enforcement is incomplete and uncertain. The study
was applied to the Stockholm-Mälar region. The region has
decreased its emissions since 1990 by approximately 15%,
and at the same time faced increases in gross regional product. We defined and operationalized a low carbon economy
as an economy with a maximum 20% of the 1990 emission
level to be achieved in 2050. Some initial investigation of the
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region revealed the asymmetric allocation of emissions
among counties and municipalities. The six largest municipalities account for 65% of total emissions, and the sum of
emissions in quite many municipalities already achieve the
EU carbon target.
Most other studies of cost-effective solutions to the EU
climate targets do not account for incomplete enforcement
and technological development. Our results show considerable differences in costs with and without uncertain and
incomplete enforcement. The estimated minimum costs for
the Stockholm-Mälar region with certain and complete enforcement amounts to 316 billion SEK which correspond to
1.4% of cumulative gross regional product in the region.
This result is quite close to that of other studies, where
abatement costs total varies between 1-2% of gross domestic
product. Our results pointed at the need of considering incomplete enforcement, which raises cost by at almost 300%.
However, the allocation of financial burden among municipalities is not much changed with and without complete and
uncertain enforcement. The same five-six municipalities face
at least 50% of total abatement cost in all cases, but the costs
are raised for all municipalities.
The effect of incomplete enforcement calls for the possibility to include institutional improvements as a measure in a
cost effectiveness analysis. Improvements are made at a cost,
such as payments for salaries and equipment for supervising
compliance with regulations. An extended analysis should
thus not identify and calculate costs only for different types
of abatement measures, but also for policies that increase
their enforcement and actual implementation. The magnitude of implementation leakage is much dependent on type
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of policy. For example, it is easier to implement and supervise a tax on carbon dioxide content in fossil fuel than construction and enforcement of contracts for renewable energy. This would create a cost advantage for reductions in fossil fuel. However, data on so-called transaction costs for
different policy instruments are not available, and this study
therefore disregarded these differences.
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12. Fluctuation Analysis of CREs in Europe
Handriyanti Diah Puspitarini, Baptiste François, Benoît Hingray,
Damien Raynaud, Jean-Dominique Creutin
Renewable resources which can be used for energy production are solar system, biomass heating system, wind-powered
system, geothermal heating system, and hydropower. Among
these sources, the most popular are wind power, solar power, and hydropower (HP) because the potential of these
sources is available almost everywhere, when not all countries have biomass or potential wood, geothermal potential,
and sea source. These “Climate-related energies” (which will
be noted as CRE) fluctuate following their driving hydrometeorological variables such as precipitation, temperature,
solar radiation, and wind speed (de Boer & Bressers, 2013).
Hydropower (HP) depends on precipitation and river flow.
It has been developed all around the world using milling and
pumping since 1700s (Kumar et al., 2011). There are three
types of HP plant; Run-of-the river (RoR), Reservoir, and
Pump-storage. RoR is a HP system which cannot be scheduled because there is little or no storage system. Reservoir
systems use dams for storing large quantity of water which
can be used when the available resource is not sufficient.
They can either be used for balancing other intermittent
production such as solar and wind power or for other purposes such as fresh water and irrigation supplies, tourism,
and ecological services. They also allows an increase in the
height of the water drop and discharge for generating the
transport of energy (International Renewable Energy Agency, 2012). Pump-storage, on the other hand, uses the electric
pump to transfer water from the river or reservoir into the
pumped storage plant (de Boer & Bressers, 2013). Small
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hydropower can produce 62 EJ/year (Moriarty & Honnery,
2012))
Solar systems are divided into Photovoltaic panels (PV) and
Concentrating Solar Power (CSP). The difference is the
equipment used for converting solar radiation into the power. PV can directly convert the radiation into electricity using
cells of semiconductor material. While CSP concentrates the
sun’s radiation to thermal energy within a thin pipe, flat mirrors, or disks. This thermal energy will heat the fluid in the
pipe of heat transfer fluids and produce mechanical energy
for generating Solar Thermal Electricity (STE) (Ralph E.H et
al., 2007). Since 2008, PV is becoming the most used (it has
increased by more than 70%) because its manufacture and
maintenance costs can be decreased by 60% ($0.7/Wattpeak) and it could produce 25% of the current global consumption (4 TW/year) (Grossmann et al., 2013).
Wind power systems generate energy by employing the wind
to drive wind turbine. This technology is suitable for a region which has large open-area because it needs more space
for building wind farms (consisting of a number of windmills) or for a region in coastal area which can develop offshore wind turbines. Moriarty & Honnery (2012) and Ralph
E.H et al. (2007) have showed that wind power technology
could take a large share in the different energy resources by
displacing around 18% of fossil fuel consumption and
around 11% of natural gas consumption.
In European hydropower systems, a seasonal jump is often
observed with potentially long lasting low flow periods, in
summer (southern countries) or in winter (northern countries). According to Hannaford et al (2011), in the summer
period the most severe drought event can lead the lowest
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level of water resource for hydropower and can decrease the
power production especially in southern areas.
On the other hand, solar heating systems of PV or CSP depends on the duration of sun in daytime. The energy production of these technologies will decrease by 50% from
summer to winter when the sunshine is shorter. The variability of energy from solar system also depends on the daily
fluctuation of radiation. During cloudy days, the amount of
energy production can decrease by around 1.5% per day
(Kothe et al., 2013). If each country could use 27% of solar
system as its energy source, then this technology will be able
to supply nearly 80% of global energy demand by the end of
2050 (Grossmann et al., 2013).
In some locations, the amount of wind power in summer
can be 50% higher than in the winter. From a spatial point
of view, the largest differences of energy production usually
also occur between coastal and continental areas. The highest wind speeds are observed in near-coastal area (such as
UK and Norway which also have the largest load factor of
wind in winter) (Nawri et al., 2014). Wind speed is the main
driving variable of wind power. Humidity and temperature
also have an effect but much smaller. Then there is a technical factor in that the size of the turbine controls the maximum power (nominal power) which can be generated. Usually, a windmill needs at least 3 m/s of wind speed to run its
turbine, but when in a storm (which has strong wind gusts),
turbines must be shut down and the total energy production
in a wind farm decreases.
The fluctuation of energy demand is also occurs at a seasonal and diurnal scale. At the diurnal scale, the highest energy
demand for electricity occurs during work time (9 AM until
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4 PM) and it is higher in winter than in summer for the seasonal scale in European countries (ENTSOE, 2013). In addition, electricity demand also depends on climate (based on
seasonal changes such as winter and summer) and socioeconomic factors. For climate it is related to the use of electric
heating and cooling while for the socioeconomic factors it is
more prompted primarily by electricity price and income
(Romero-Jordán et al., 2014).
CREs production and energy demand are highly dependent
on the fluctuation of climate variables. This problem makes
the integration of CREs with the conventional energy system
quite difficult. Because of that, the aim of this paper is to
give an overview of the different regimes of CREs and energy demand patterns across Europe and to give some indication of the temporal insufficiency between each energy resource and demand.
Data Preparation
Our study focuses on 12 regions spread all across the continent with different climate going from Polar to Mediterranean areas (Fig. 12.1). They belong to eleven countries namely
Norway, Finland, Germany, Greece, Spain (Andalucia and
Galicia), Greece, Italy, Tunisia, France, UK, Romania and
Belarus. The analysis is based on energy production and
energy demand data obtained at a daily time step from surface meteorological variables available for 1980 to 2012 (33
years).
The conversion of climate data to energy production and
demand are obtained from simple models assuming that they
have the same type and level of equipment everywhere in
Europe.
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Figure 12.1 Study Area

Solar Power Generation
Solar heating system is Photovoltaic panel (PV) and the input data for calculating solar power generation using equation (12.1) are solar radiation and temperature (Perpiñan et
al, 2007). Temperature data comes from ECAD weather
analysis for European domain (Haylock et al., 2008) and solar irradiation data are pseudo observations obtained with
the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) from
ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalyses (Vautard et al., 2014).
The amount of solar radiance is the main factor for solar
power generation, but cell and ambient temperature also
affects this production (high temperature reduces the efficiency of solar cells).
PDC (t )

I eff (t ) Ag

g , STC

1

Ta (t ) Tc ,STC

I eff (t ) 2 Ag

g , STC

C

inv

(12.1)
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Where PDC is delivered power, Ag is surface area of PV (m),
Ieff is effective incident irradiance (Wm-2), ηg,STC is efficiency
of generator when the current power is under standard test
condition (STC), µ is temperature coefficient of solar cells, C
is the parameter parameter determined using the Nominal
Operation Cell Temperature method, Ta is ambient temperature, and TC,STC is cell temperature. Standard test conditions
mean that the solar panels have been tested in the factory to
deliver 1000 Wm-2 of radiance, at a 25°C cell temperature

Hydropower Generation
Hydropower generation is assumed to be only produced
with Run of River (RoR) power plant. Since RoR is a system
without storage, the available natural flow is directly converted into energy. Runoff data comes from daily data of
Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC, 1999). The power generation is a function of water flow in the plant (Singh and
Chandra, 2010):
P(t )

gHQ(t )

(12.2)

Where ρ is water density (1000 kgm-3), g is gravity (ms-2), H is
water head, and Q is water flow (ms-3). Water head was set to
1 because we focus only on energy production fluctuations.
The water flow used by the plant is simply the river discharge bounded by Qmin and Qmax related to environmental
flow requirement in the river and to the maximum flow capacity of the plant. In this study, Qmin and Qmax are defined as
10th and 80th percentile of the discharge in the whole time
series.
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Windpower Generation
Wind power production is a function of wind speed v (ms-1)
at the turbine hub’s height. In this study, the height, H (m),
is defined as 70m. In the following, 10m wind speed data
obtained from WRF simulations (WRF, Vautard et al., 2014)
are converted into 70m wind (Lu et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009).
vH70 m

vH10 m

H 70 m
H10 m

(12.3)

Where vH70m is the wind speed at 70m altitude (ms-1), H70m is
the height of the turbine (m), and is air fraction index
related to the site configuration (forestry, sea, or mountainous). To convert 3-hours mean wind speed into 3-hours
mean wind power generation, we developed the functional
relationship in Fig. 12.3 from a classical wind power curve
proposed for instantaneous wind data (Richardson &
McNerney, 1993) in Fig. 12.2. This wind power curve distinguishes three main stages. Above the cut-in threshold wind
power is almost a linear function of wind speed. Then, it is
constant for a given range of wind speeds. Lastly, when the
wind speed is too fast (e.g. because of storm), the work of
turbine is cut-off for safety reasons.
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Figure 12.2. Wind turbine curve
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Figure 12.3. Wind power as a function of wind speed for three
hourly mean data.
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Energy Demand Modelling
Observed energy demand data have been provided by ENTSOE at the country scales for all regions
(https://www.entsoe.eu/db-query/countrypackages/production-consumption-exchange-package). No
data is available before 2006. We reconstructed consumption
data with a weather driven model calibrated on the period
with observations. To better highlight the role of weather in
production/demand equilibrium, we assume that all other
factors (e.g. population growth and socio-economic development) that are likely to influence the time evolution of the
demand can be removed from the series. The standardization process has been performed by removing holiday times,
weekend days, population growth and socioeconomic events
showing outlier conditions (i.e. economic crisis in 2008). For
this, the demand data was divided by. The change of mean
(shifted mean) in the data (e.g. trends and/or caused by the
economic crisis on 2008) was then deleted.
Fig. 12.4 illustrates the strong relationship between standardized energy demand and the air temperature in Europe. The
energy consumption goes down from negative temperature
until it reaches its minimum and a plateau when the temperature is about below 15°C and up to 20°C. Then the demand increases again when the temperature is getting warmer. We fit onto the corrected energy demand data a piecewise
linear function between energy demand and temperature.
According to Fig. 12.4 (a), energy demand in all countries is
approximately constant between 15-20°C.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12.4. Plot of standardized energy demand over temperature

in each country (standardization also includes a normalization for
each region of the demand by the constant value of 15-20°C plateau)
(a) and in all countries as one time series (b)

Based on Fig. 12.4 (b), a single energy demand model has
been generated using the average of 12 regional models rather than estimating its parameters from the global European dataset (4) for two reasons: First, the sensitivity to temperature in each country is different. For example, in France
the gradient is very steep while it is much gentler in Italy.
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This case illustrates the different types of electricity uses in
Europe: the higher the gradient, the higher the sensitivity of
consumed electricity to temperature (higher demand for
heating and cooling systems). The second reason is that although we have standardized them, the lengths of the time
series in all countries are different. Time series in France,
Germany, Greece, Spain, and Italy begin on January 1st 2006,
whereas time series of Finland, Norway, and UK begin in
2010. Averaging the different individual models avoids giving too much weight to regions with more data. The final
model is defined as following:
0.02T (t ) 1.31
d (t )

1

T 15 C
15 C

0.01T (t ) 0.79

T

T

20 C

20 C

(12.4)

Where d is energy demand and T is temperature. Daily demand data in the following are obtained for the daily temperature from these equations (simulated energy demand).
Analytical Framework
Statistical analysis of energy production or demand consists
for each variable of mean interannual daily cycles. We next
discuss the correlation coefficient between series obtained
for different power sources or sources and demand.
Fig. 12.5 shows for all regions the mean interannual cycle for
each variable (one variable in each box, empty boxes correspond to countries with no data - hydropower for Spain,
Italy, Tunisia, and Greece). The interannual cycle is computed on a calendar basis by taking the average of all the 1st of
January from 33 years dataset, all 2nd January, etc. In addi-
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tion, the 5th and 95th percentile of daily values for each calendar day is also presented.
Results and Discussion
From the interannual cycle, we can identify that wind power
has a large daily variability and that its seasonality is higher in
Western Europe, for regions which are close to the Atlantic
Ocean. Hydropower also exhibits a seasonality but different
from one region to another. Maximum production is
reached in spring in the North and it peaks in winter elsewhere, but with a high inter-annual variability. Solar power
has a strong seasonality due to the fluctuation in duration of
sunshine. This seasonality has been proven by basic statistics
in Table that show that the mean and the variance of data in
solar generation is the highest. In southern areas, solar production is higher compared to the other regions but this is
not the same case with wind power, hydropower, and energy
demand (see mean value in Table 12.1). Data variation in all
observed data can be analysed also by variance in Table 12.1.
Based on the variance of that table, the range of wind power
data is large in a whole time series. There is no strong seasonality in wind power. On the other hand, the seasonality in
hydropower is not as strong as solar power. Hydropower in
Finland, Norway, Belarus, and Romania increases at the beginning of spring because of snow melt and it decreases
when snow accumulates in the beginning of winter. The
other regions considered have rainfall driven hydrological
regimes. The temporal pattern of hydropower thus follows
the seasonality of precipitation (and also evapotranspiration
along temperatures). In France, Germany, and UK energy
decreases in summer and increase again in the beginning of
the autumn. There are thus two main types of hydropower
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production regimes, depending on the importance of the
snow dynamic in the area.
Interannual cycles show similar shapes in some countries.
Based on patterns obtained for power sources, different
groups of countries appear, for instance Nordic (Finland,
Norway, and Belarus), Oceanic (France, Germany, Romania,
and UK), and Mediterranean regions (Greece, Spain, Italy,
and Tunisia). Similarly, the shape of energy demand is different in southern and northern areas. In southern countries
such as Greece and Italy, the energy demand is higher in
summer because people need it for cooling systems, but for
countries in north of Europe such as Norway and Finland,
the energy demand is higher in winter because of their heating needs.
For each country, the comparison of the four climate related
variables can also be done by the basic statistics including
mean and variance (Table 12.1).
Table 12.1 Basic statistics for all observed data in each country
Wind

BR

FIN

FR

GER GR

IT

NO

RO

AN

GA

TU

UK

Avg

6.50

4.98

7.04

7.50

7.25

10.84 5.38

5.86

5.91

9.16

9.71

Var

15.88 11.30 20.27 18.77 21.72 17.68 35.76 12.89 14.11 14.15 22.87 29.36

Solar

BR

Avg

120.9 96.7

Var

5450 6146 4159

4899

HEP

BR

GER GR

Avg
Var

FIN

FR

7.17

GER GR

IT

NO

RO

AND GAL

3497

5926

4057

2651

IT

NO

RO

AND GAL

10.86 12.99 15.18 12.84 -

-

15.23 12.40 -

100.7 126.3 188.4 149.2 -

-

150.8 117.1 -

FIN

TU

UK

134.6 124.7 159.6 143.6 99.77 143.8 165.1 142.0 168.6 109.8

FR

3199

4038

1885

4985

TU

UK

-

-

14.55

-

-

154.2

Demand BR

FIN

FR

GER GR

IT

NO

RO

AND GAL

TU

UK

Avg

1.17

1.23

1.08

1.12

1.07

1.08

1.19

1.13

1.05

1.05

1.04

1.04

Var

0.03

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Among these powers sources, the correlation of power generation and demand among countries using normalized data
where the mean is zero and standard deviation has been
calculated (Table 12.2). In all tables, there are three different
colours in each range:
Correlation coefficients > 0.3 (yellow)
0.3 ≤ correlation coefficients ≤ -0.3 (no colour)
Correlation coefficients < -0.3 (orange)
Applying these colours to those countries will not only give
the information about which correlation is lower than 0.6
(the threshold chosen to differentiate high and low correlations), but also inform us on which countries have the highest correlation coefficient.
At daily time steps, the correlation between solar power time
series obtained for the different regions is high whatever the
pair considered and very similar from one group of regions
to the other ranging from 0.79 to 0.88. For wind power, the
highest correlation is between Galicia and France (0.50). In
some cases, values are close to zero meaning no correlation
between these regions (Tunisia/Norway, Tunisia/Finland,
Tunisia/Galicia, also Romania/Finland). For hydropower,
the highest correlation is between France and UK (0.62) and
the lowest is in France and Norway (-0.29). Non-negligible
negative correlation values illustrate that power generation in
a country is higher when the other one is lower. Correlation
coefficients in energy demand also show that Greece and
Finland has the lowest correlation (-0.07) and the highest is
between Finland and Norway (0.89). Correlation coefficients
between times series of energy demand are more variable
than correlation coefficients between times series of power
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production. These correlation coefficients show that countries of the Mediterranean area has different pattern of CREs
for producing energy.
Table 12.2. Correlation coefficient of energy powers and demand in
normalized values
SOLAR
NO FIN UK GER BR

FR

RO

SPG SPA IT

GR

TU

NO

1.00 0.88 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.79 0.85 0.82 0.84 0.87

FIN

1.00 0.84 0.85 0.87 0.83 0.84 0.80 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.86

UK

1.00 0.83 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.80 0.83 0.84

GER

1.00 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.79 0.82 0.86 0.83 0.84

BR

1.00 0.85 0.88 0.81 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.87

FR

1.00 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.84

RO

1.00 0.81 0.85 0.83 0.86 0.86

SPG

1.00 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.81

SPA

1.00 0.82 0.85 0.87

IT

1.00 0.82 0.84

GR

1.00 0.85

TU

1.00

WIND
NO FIN UK GER BR

FR

RO

SPG SPA IT

GR

TU

NO

1.00 0.32 0.21 0.17 0.10 0.13 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.00

FIN

1.00 0.12 0.07 0.16 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.00

UK

1.00 0.04 0.10 0.24 0.04 0.11 -0.05 0.10 0.41 0.03

GER
BR

1.00 0.04 0.07 0.26 0.04 0.10 0.25 0.08 0.22
1.00 0.07 0.30 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.21 -0.01

FR

1.00 0.07 0.50 0.13 0.18 0.38 0.01

RO

1.00 0.07 0.08 0.32 0.23 0.08
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SPG

1.00 0.44 0.09 0.13 0.00

SPA

1.00 0.09 -0.04 0.04

IT

1.00 0.47 0.34

GR

1.00 0.05

TU

1.00

HYDRO
NO FIN UK GER BR

FR

RO

NO

1.00 0.37 -0.28 -0.25 -0.06 -0.29 0.08

FIN

1.00 0.19 0.23 0.34 0.20 0.17

UK

1.00 0.50 0.27 0.62 0.02

GER

1.00 0.41 0.60 0.26

BR

1.00 0.25 0.28

FR

1.00 0.11

RO

1.00

ENERGY DEMAND
NO FIN UK GER BR

RO

SPG SPA IT

GR

TU

1.00 0.89 0.85 0.79 0.81 0.70 0.70 0.53 -0.03 0.72 0.37 -0.24

FIN

1.00 0.80 0.80 0.87 0.72 0.77 0.55 0.01 0.75 0.46 -0.17

UK

1.00 0.87 0.80 0.82 0.74 0.62 0.03 0.79 0.43 -0.18

GER
BR

1.00 0.88 0.89 0.85 0.66 0.17 0.89 0.57 -0.03
1.00 0.77 0.90 0.60 0.09 0.82 0.60 -0.07

FR

1.00 0.75 0.78 0.31 0.88 0.53 0.06

RO

1.00 0.60 0.17 0.84 0.77 0.05

SPG

1.00 0.58 0.70 0.48 0.16

SPA

1.00 0.31 0.34 0.59

IT
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FR

NO

1.00 0.67 0.15

GR

1.00 0.40

TU

1.00

Besides computing correlations between countries, correlations between power generation and demand in each country
have been done. This computation cannot be done between
all power generation and demand because the length of the
time series is not balanced (reconstructed time series of river
discharges could be simulated with hydrological simulations,
but such a model was unfortunately not available for this
region). The time series of hydropower ends in 2004, and
time series of demand starts in 2006. Because of that, two
groups of correlations have been done: 1) Solar power versus wind power versus hydropower from 1980 until 2004, 2)
solar power versus wind power versus simulated energy demand from 1980 until 2012. According to those coefficients,
solar power almost has negative correlation with all the other
power sources in every country which means that when the
solar power increase, the others go down. The same comment can be made between solar power and demand.
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Table 12.3. Correlation coefficients between solar power, wind
power, and simulated energy demand
BI

S

W

H FIN S

S

1.00 -0.18 -0.07 S

1.00 -0.19 -0.02 S

W

H

1.00 -0.37 -0.37

1.00 0.10 W

1.00 0.31

H

1.00 H

1.00 H

1.00

W

H

NO S

1.00 -0.35 -0.23 S

W

H

RO S

1.00 -0.41 0.39 S

W

H

1.00 -0.22 0.21

W

1.00 0.22 W

1.00 -0.07 W

1.00 0.07

H

1.00 H

1.00 H

1.00

UK S
S

FIN S

W

S

-0.19 -0.69 S

1.00

W

1.00

D
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FR S

1.00 0.10 W

S

D

H

1.00 -0.30 -0.42
1.00 0.40

H

1.00

S

W

D

GER S

1.00 -0.37 -0.62 S

W

D

1.00 -0.35 -0.69

0.12 W

1.00 0.20 W

1.00 0.22

1.00 D

1.00 D

1.00

S

W

S

1.00

-0.41 -0.63 S
1.00

W

W

FR

NO

D

H

W

GER S

W

W

D

RO

S

W

D

BR

1.00 -0.22 -0.72 S

0.31 W

S

W

D

1.00 -0.18 -0.73

1.00 0.14 W

1.00 0.09

1.00 D

1.00

1.00 D
UK

S

W

D

S

1.00 -0.30 -0.65

W

1.00 0.21

D

1.00
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mand (top left). The black line is the average data and the dashed lines are 5th and 95th percentiles.

Figure 12.5. Daily observed average cycle of hydropower (below right), solar power (below left), wind power (top right) and de-

Conclusions
Based on the pattern of energy production in the interannual
cycle, solar power production in northern and southern areas
is different due to the fluctuation of temperature and solar
radiance in summer and winter. In addition, hydropower
production is different between northern-eastern and western areas. In northern and eastern countries (Finland, Norway, Belarus, and Romania) are affected by snow accumulation, but hydropower in western countries (France, Germany, and UK) is affected by precipitation. The fluctuation of
energy demand in northern and southern areas is also different due to the energy consumption for either heating or air
conditioning.
The analysis of the fluctuations has been done also using
correlation coefficients. The result shows that solar power
generation always has a negative correlation with other resources indicating that when solar power production increases, the others decrease. The globally low correlation
results obtained for the other variables also suggest the high
potential of mixes of different energy sources from different
regions to increase the penetration rate of CREs in the conventional European energy system.
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13. Responding to Climate Change
Klaus Hasselmann

The reality of human-induced global warming is no longer
seriously disputed. The general acceptance today of the dangers of climate change represents an important broadening
of the public perception of the finite resources and vulnerability of our planet which the 1971 Report of the Club of
Rome60 had first highlighted. Yet the overall societal and
political response to the challenges of climate change, despite significant individual and regional initiatives, remains
woefully inadequate. Can science help overcome the present
disparity between understanding and responding to climate
change?
In the present article, I argue that climate scientists, in collaboration with economists and social scientists, can provide
important new perspectives for reinvigorating climatechange policy in the context of the major financial and economic restructuring reforms faced by nations striving to
resolve the global financial crisis.
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Introduction
Scientists have been warning of global warming since a continuous CO2 monitoring station installed in 1957 on Mauna
Loa by Charles Keeling (with the support of Bert Bolin)
started measuring a stable, continuous rise in annual-mean
atmospheric CO2 concentration (superimposed on an annual
cycle representing seasonal vegetation changes). The predictions by scientists of the resultant future global warming,
assuming a constant trend of the Keeling curve, have not
changed significantly over the past 50 yr. The political response, however, has been slow and inadequate. Climate
scientists have attempted to accelerate the political process
by collaborating with economists in constructing integrated
assessment models to explore alternative paths for achieving
a low-carbon global economy.61
There exists widespread agreement among experts that,
technically, the global energy system can be completely decarbonised during this century without exceeding the 2°C
warming limit by applying renewable-energy technologies
that are available already today. It is also generally accepted
that the global costs of avoiding dangerous climate change
are significantly lower than the potential costs, with attendant incalculable risks, incurred by unmitigated global
warming.62
Unfortunately, however, these conclusions have not led to
an appropriate political response. A major recent contribuIPCC, Working Group 3 (2007): Climate Change 2007, Mitigation of Climate Change,
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Fourth Assessment Report. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge.
61

Stern, N. (2007): The Economics of Climate Change. The Stern Review. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge.
62
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tion was undoubtedly the global financial crisis, which – in
addition to the distraction of an urgent new global problem
– had undermined the credibility of the main-stream economic models and the traditional utility-optimising costbenefit analyses on which most of the integrated assessment
models had been based.
Thus, there is a need for scientists to construct a new generation of integrated assessment models based on more realistic representations of the socio-economic-financial system.
The communication with stakeholders and decision makers
also needs to be improved. This requires the construction of
simpler, more easily understandable models that address the
issues of the current political debate in terms of concepts
familiar to policy makers.63
A basic difficulty, however, is that there exists today no consensus within the economic community on how the socioeconomic-financial system actually works. The prevalent pre2008 picture of a basically stable system that adjusts automatically to an equilibrium growth path if left to the shockabsorbing forces of the free market has fallen into disrepute
through the financial crisis. Widespread agreement exists
only that Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’, that magically optimizes a global inter-temporal utility function, needs to be
replaced by a more realistic ensemble of competing socioeconomic actors pursuing individual, normally conflicting,
goals. The competing strategies of the different economic
actors jointly determine the dynamic evolution of the sys-

Giupponi, C., Borsuk, M.E., de Vries, B.J.M., Hasselmann, K. (2013): Innovative approaches to integrated global change modelling. Environmental Modelling & Software, 44,
1-9.
63
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tem, which can then follow a wide variety of possible trajectories, depending on the individual actor strategies.
Since the appropriate game-theoretical integrated assessment
models have yet to be developed, however, the traditional
multi-regional, multi-sectoral general equilibrium models of
the main-stream economic school have been replaced in the
current political discussion by mental models based on intuitive concepts of the outcome of the competing strategies of
the key economic players. Furthermore, the preoccupation
with the global financial crisis and its repercussions such as
the euro crisis, have focused the political debate on these
immediate issues, sidetracking the important long-term
problems of climate change. However, we show below that
the two problems are in fact intimately interconnected and
need to be addressed in conjunction.
A translation of the competing mental pictures of the socioeconomic-financial system that dominate the current political debate into quantitative, easily comprehensible actorbased, system-dynamic models, would shift the intuitive arguments over the most effective mechanisms for stabilising
the system into the more objective arena of rational analysis.
An illumination of the underlying multi-actor dynamics
would then also point to the most promising paths towards
decarbonising the global economy.
A new generation of integrated assessment models able to
address these issues in the appropriate broader conceptual
framework would need to include the following features:
1. A number of different actors (firms, workers, consumers, governments, banks, etc.) pursuing separate
strategies to achieve their individual goals. In con164

trast to the single stable equilibrium of the mainstream efficient-market paradigm, interactions between several competing players can yield a wide variety of trajectories representing multiple quasiequilibriums, exponential growth, catastrophic collapse, or continuous chaotic evolution. An understanding of the feedback processes underlying the
game-theoretic structure of the multi-actor system is
a necessary requirement for the imple-mentation of
effective economic regulation measures.
2. An explicit representation of the basic conflicts of
interest between private and public goals. These arise
both at the level of individual actors and at the international level of countries.
3. A realistic representation of the coupling of the financial sector to the production sector.
4. A generalisation of the concept of human value or
happiness, including other factors besides the standard economic measure of GDP.
The purpose of such a multi-actor model system would not
necessarily be to advocate a particular preferred policy but
rather to provide a ‘canvas’64 for painting alternative pictures
of the socio-economic-political system as background for a
quantitative analysis and discussion leading ultimately to a
consensus.
As an example, we present in the following a series of model
simulations summarising various views of the interrelation
Dietz, S., Hope, C., Patmore, N. (2007): Some economics of ‘dangerous’ climate change:
Reflections on the Stern Review. Global Environmental Change, 17, 311-325.
64
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between the joint tasks of stabilising the financial system and
decarbonising the economy.
A Globally Integrated Green-growth Model
Our simulations were performed with a modified version of
the Multi-Actor Dynamic Integrated Assessment Model System MADIAMS.65, 66, 67, 68 The model was calibrated against
so-called stylised facts,69, 70 where available, but is otherwise
based on estimated interaction parameters.
The model is composed of two coupled modules: a production sector and a financial sector. We consider first the production module.
The production module
The total production y is decomposed into three components y r , y k and y g representing the production of fossil-

energy-based capital k , renewable-energy-based capital r ,
and consumer goods and services, g (Fig. 13.1). The input
Weber, M., Barth, V., Hasselmann, K. (2005): A multi-actor dynamic integrated assessment model (MADIAM) of induced technological change and sustainable economic
growth. Ecological Economics, 54, 306-327.
65

Hasselmann, K., Voinov, A. (2011): The actor driven dynamics of decarbonization. In:
Reframing the Problem of Climate Change. From Zero Sum Game to Win-Win Solutions
(eds. C. Jaeger, K. Hasselmann, G. Leipold, D. Mangalagiu, J.D. Tabara). Earthscan, New
York, pp. 131-159.
66

Hasselmann, K., Kovalevsky, D.V. (2013): Simulating animal spirits in actor-based
environmental models. Environmental Modelling & Software, 44, 10-24.
67

The Vensim ® DSS models of the MADIAMS model system can be downloaded from
the MADIAMS model family homepage at the Global Climate Forum website,
http://www.globalclimateforum.org/madiams
68

69

Maddison, A. (1982): Phases of Capitalist Development. Oxford University Press, Oxford.

70

Maddison, A. (1995): Monitering the World Economy. OECD, Paris.
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flows y r , y k , y g to the stocks r , k , g are offset by outflows representing capital depreciation and the consumption
of consumer goods and services. The production streams
y k , y r provide no direct contribution to the production of
consumer goods and services – the ultimate purpose of the
economy – but generate rather the renewable and conventional capital components r , k that are needed as input to
the production function itself: y y(r , k ) .

Figure 13.1. Vensim-software sketch

(cf. http://www.vensim.com) of the stocks (boxes) and flows (choke
valves – or hour glasses) of a simple real-economy model (see text).
Details of the actor-dependent variables controlling the stocks and
flows are not shown.

We have assumed the simple form y q( r r k k ) , where
q is the employment level, k is a constant and r is a
gradually increasing function of y r that simulates the learning-by-doing effect of a new technology.
The employment level q is determined by the strategy of the
economic actors (firms, households, governments, banks) in
response to market signals, such as prices, wage levels and
taxes. These are modelled in the financial sector, considered
167

in the next section. To illustrate the basic dynamics of the
production sector, independent of the financial sector, we
assume in this section full employment, q 1 .
The term ‘capital’ is used here in a general form, encompassing physical and human capital (education, job experience,
etc.) as well as institutions (legal and administrative system,
business culture, constitution, government structure, etc.).
The formal division of capital into conventional-energy and
renewable-energy-dependent components is based on an
estimate of the relevant contributions of these two energy
input components into the production function, under the
basic assumption that the creation of all outputs of the
economy involves ultimately some form of energy input.
The evolution of the system is governed by distribution factors r , k , g that describe the decomposition of the total
production y into three streams:
yg
1.
g y , with
r
k
g

yr

ry

,

yk

k

y,

Figures 13.2 and 13.3 show as an example the distribution
factors and associated GDP growth curves, respectively, for
a BAU scenario and green-growth scenario GREEN. Both
scenarios assumed the same constant fraction g 0.35 for
the investment in consumer goods and services. The BAU
scenario included no investments in renewable energy,
0 , k 0.65 , while in the simulation GREEN, the
r
fraction r was gradually increased relative to the fraction
k , ensuring that the global warming remained below 2°C
(Fig. 13.4, upper panel).
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Figure 13.2. Evolution of production-distribution factors for the
simulations BAU (
(green curve, with

g

r

0,

k

0.35 and

0.65 ,
r

/

g
k

0.35 )

and GREEN

monotonically increasing).

Figure 13.3. Computed growth of GDP for a business-as-usual

scenario (blue) and a reduced-emission scenario (green) for which the
global warming remains below 2°C. (GDP is represented in arbitrary currency units ‘$’/year). Mitigation measures incur a growth
delay over a period of 100 yr of only a few years.
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Figure 13.4. Impact of the two scenarios BAU (blue) and

GREEN (green) on global mean temperature (a) and welfare (b).

The simulations support the consensus view of the feasibility
and affordability of the transformation to a carbon-free
economy. They are consistent with other investigations,71, 72,
73
all of which conclude that the slightly higher short-term
E.g. Azar, C. and Schneider, S.H. (2002): Are the economic costs of stabilizing the
atmosphere prohibitive? Ecological Economics, 42, 73-80.
71

72

Ibid. 3.

73

Ibid. 4.
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costs of renewable energy are negligible compared with the
longer term climate-damage costs of the BAU scenario. The
loss of GDP incurred by effective mitigation policies incurs
an acceptable delay of economic growth of only a year or
two over a period of 100 yr.
The impact of the two scenarios on climate (expressed in
terms of the global mean temperature increase T ) and human welfare w is shown in Fig. 13.4. The temperature increase was computed using a simplified version of the nonlinear impulse response climate model NICCS74 from the
CO2 emissions generated by the production y k in the fossilenergy sector.
Welfare is represented in our model by the simple expression
w

y g q exp

0.1 T 2

(13.1)

Since full employment, q 1 , was assumed in the simulations shown, the welfare expression reduces to the product
of the production y g of consumer goods and services and a
climate impact factor analogous to the expressions assumed
by other authors.75, 76, 77

74

Hooss, G., Voss R., Hasselmann, K., Maier-Reimer, E., Joos, F. (2001): A nonlinear
impulse response model of the coupled carbon cycle-climate system (NICCS). Climate
Dynamics, 18, 189-202.
Nordhaus, W.D. (1994): Managing the Global Commons: The Economics of Climate
Change. MIT Press, Boston.
75

76

Ibid. 7.

77

Ibid. 4.
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The joint impact of economic evolution and climate change
on human ‘welfare’ necessarily involves a subjective value
assessment. Generally accepted is only that welfare depends
not only on GDP ( y – or, more appropriately, the production y g of consumer goods and services) but also on many
other factors, such as health insurance, unemployment levels, job security, crime level, income inequalities, pension
guarantees, and – of particular relevance in the present context – the state of the present and future environment. Our
simple welfare expression (1) represents the projection of a
host of important societal and environmental parameters
onto three selected key variables, y g , q and T . The variables are chosen in anticipation of a high correlation of the
full welfare function; however, it is defined with these variables for our particular set of simulations. The fact that we
have not attempted to substantiate our simple, subjective
welfare expression by data emphasises the need for a translation of the many sociological investigations of the welfare
concept into numbers that, however controversial, can be
incorporated into integrated assessment models.
The pronounced loss in welfare of the BAU scenario compared to the scenario GREEN in Fig. 13.4 could conceivably
have been exaggerated in our example by an exceptionally
low welfare value of the chosen BAU scenario. That this is
not the case is demonstrated in Fig. 13.5, which compares
the simulation BAU ( k 0.35 ) with three bracketing simu-

,

lations BAU1, BAU2, BAU3, with k 0.25 , 0.45 0.55 ,
respectively. The reference BAU scenario is seen to exhibit
the highest relative welfare values.
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Figure 13.5. Evolution of GDP (a) and welfare (b) for four

BAU scenarios corresponding to k 0.25 , 0.35 , 0.45 , 0.55 ,
with r 0 in all cases. The reference scenario BAU (blue), with
0.35 , yields the highest welfare values.
k

The reproduction of these basically well-known economic
growth relations with a simple system-dynamics model of
the production sector of the economy emphasises two important points.
First, the conclusions are strongly dependent on unavoidable
uncertainties and value assumptions. These follow, on the
one hand, from the uncertainties of climate predictions and
future economic growth, as discussed earlier, and, on the
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other hand, from the necessarily subjective nature of the
welfare concept. This depends, in addition to the factors
mentioned, on the weighting of future welfare relative to the
present welfare. We have not attempted to represent this
through a discount factor, a long-standing subject of debate.78 The root of the controversy lies ultimately in the conflict between private and public goals: the short time scales
of private investors seeking a rapid return on investment are
incompatible with the longer time horizon of governments
concerned with preserving a habitable planet for future generations. Since the task of policy makers is to balance these
two legitimate objectives, modellers need to explicitly include the alternative private-versus-public weightings of future relative to present welfare in their integrated assessment
models.
Second, the evolution of the economy is governed by the
strategies of the economic actors that determine the employment level q and the distribution of total production
between the three production streams y r , y k , y g . In contrast to the consensus on the technical feasibility and affordability of decarbonisation, there exists no widespread agreement on the most effective policies for promoting investments in low-carbon technology. Investments depend on
actor decisions, which can result not only in green growth
See, e.g. Nordhaus, W.D. (1997): Discounting in economics and climate change; an
editorial comment. Climatic Change, 37, 315-328; Hasselmann, K. (1999): Intertemporal
accounting of climate change –harmonizing economic efficiency and climate stewardship.
Climatic Change, 41, 333-350; and the more recent controversy, Tol, R.S.J., Yohe, G.W.
(2006): A review of the Stern Review. World Economics, 7, 233-250; Nordhaus, W.D
(2007): A review of the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change. Journal of
Economic Literature, 45, 686-702, over the low discount factor used in the Stern Review
(Ibid. 4).
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but also in major instabilities, such as the financial crisis. The
goal of decarbonisation is thus closely connected to the task
of stabilising the coupled economic-financial system. Both
require an improved understanding of actor behaviour. This
is governed by market signals generated in the financial sector, the second module of our coupled system.
The financial module
The stocks-and-flows representation of the financial module
is summarised in Fig. 13.6. The evolution of the coupled
system is governed by the strategies of five representative
economic actors: a firm, a household, a government, an investor and a central bank. To distinguish between the investment streams in carbon-based and renewable-based capital stocks, each firm and investor is further subdivided into
two actors, yielding a total of seven formally independent
actors.

Figure 13.6. Vensim-software sketch of the module representing the financial system

coupled to the production module of Figure 1. Money stocks and flows assigned to
firms and investors are separated into renewable-energy-related liquidity and assets
(left) and fossil-energy-related liquidity and assets (right). Details of the various inputs
to the stocks and flows are not shown.
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The complete model consists then of 12 state variables:
three for the production sector (conventional and renewable-based capital r , k and consumer goods and services g ),
and nine for the financial sector: seven representing the actor liquidities (hsL, govL, kinvL, rinvL, kfmL, rfmL, cbL)
plus two state variables for the assets (kinvA, rinvA) owned
by investors. It is assumed that, with the exception of investors, who own the capital assets of the firms in which they
have invested, the wealth of all actors is expressed solely in
terms of liquidity. The role of the central bank is to create
new money in response to the expansion of the economy.
This is achieved by satisfying the money demand of investors, which therefore act indirectly as the originators of new
money by providing credit to firms.
We note that we use the term ‘actor-based’ here rather than
‘agent-based’ to emphasise that our actors refer to real economic players, rather than agents in a wider sense, which can
represent either actors as defined here79 or abstract modules
interacting with other modules in a numerical simulation
model.80
We have not addressed the interesting question of the extent
to which, in a non-linear system, the emergent net impact of
the behaviour of a large number N of heterogeneous actors
of a given functionality can be represented by an average

Li, A. (2011): Modeling human decisions in coupled human and natural systems: Review
of agent-based models. Ecological Modelling, 229, 25-36.
79

Tesfatsion, L. (2006): Agent-based computational modeling and macroeconomics. In:
Post Walrasian Macroeconomics (ed. D. Colander), Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 175-202.
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representative actor.81, 82, 83, 84, 85 In our applications we have
assumed, in effect, that the closure from large N ( 100 1000 ) to small N ( 7 ) can be achieved by heuristic arguments, as in phenomenological thermodynamics or turbulence theory. We note in this context that the term ‘multiactor’ in the acronym MADIAMS refers to ‘multiple actors’,
as opposed to the benevolent single actor of the efficientmarket paradigm. It should be distinguished from the term
‘multi-agent’ (often used synonymously with ‘agent-based’)
in the sense of a ‘multitude of agents’, as applied to large, N
agent-based models.
The evolution of the financial system in this system is governed by the money transfers between nine state variables.
The money flows, in turn, depend on a number of actordependent ‘transfer’ parameters, namely: the wages negotiated between firms and wage earners (households), the fraction of wages saved by households rather than being spent
on consumer goods, the purchase of capital assets from
firms by investors, the dividends investors receive from
firms, the prices of consumer goods and capital assets, the
income tax and carbon taxes imposed by the government,
Kirman, A.P. (1992): Whom or what does the representative individual represent? Journal of Economic Perspectives, 6, 117-136.
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Beinhocker, E.D. (2006): The Origin of Wealth. Harvard Business School Press, Boston.

Gintis, H. (2007): The dynamics of general equilibrium. The Economic Journal, 117,
1280-1309.
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Farmer, J.D., Foley, D. (2009): The economy needs agent-based modelling. Nature, 460,
685-686.
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Mandel, A., Fürst, S., Lass, W., Meissner, F., Jaeger, C. (2009): Lagom generiC: an agentbased model of growing economies. ECF working paper 1/2009. ISBN: 978-3-941663-008. URL: http://www.globalclimateforum.org/fileadmin/ecf-documents/publications/ecfworking-papers/mandel-fuerst-lass-meissner-jaeger__ecf-working-paper_2009-01.pdf
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the recirculation of the tax income to firms in the form of
investments and subsidies, and – a particularly important
variable that enters as a factor in all transfers involving
households as well as in all production variables – the employment level.
Thus the system equations, in both modules, consist of two
classes: conservation equations and actor strategies. The first represent simple stocks-and-flows balance equations for goods
(production sector, Fig. 13.1) and money (financial sector,
Fig. 13.6). The second represent actor–strategy relations that
determine the production streams and the employment level,
in the production sector, and the various money streams
between actors, in the financial sector. The actor strategies
are also governed by non-linear ordinary differential equations that can be visualised in (non-conservative) stocks-andflows diagrams (not shown).
Our model, despite its numerous interconnections, is clearly
a highly idealised representation of the real, socio-economicfinancial system. Nevertheless, it already captures many of
the actor-dependent dynamical features observed in real
systems. These can be either stabilising or destabilising, as
opposed to the inherent stability assumed in main-stream
general equilibrium models. For the following, the details of
the model are irrelevant.86 The emphasis here is on the model’s basic dynamic structure and the controlling role of actor
behaviour.
We consider in the following a series of model simulations
(Table 13.1) differing in the assumed actor response to mar-
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Alternative realisations of the model are described in detail e.g. in: Ibid. 7, Ibid. 8, Ibid. 9.
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ket signals. The models can be divided into two classes: supply-driven models S and supply-demand-feedback models F.
Table 13.1. Model runs of the coupled production-financial sec-

tors, classed into supply-driven models S and supply-demandfeedback models F

Model

Class Properties

BAU

S

Business-as-usual

GREEN S

Green investment

BAL

S

BAU, balanced budget

DEF

S

BAU, deficit budget

SAV

F

BAU, savings policy Balances budget

REC

F

BAU, savings policy creates recession

GRINV

F

Green investments balance budget and create
growth

In supply-driven models, the production sector of the economy is decoupled from the financial sector. This permits the
realisation of the same real economic growth trajectory for
quite different trajectories of the liquidities and assets of the
actors in the financial sector. Although highly implausible
from the viewpoint of formal economic theory, the situation
corresponds rather closely to reality, as manifested by the
prevalence of unbalanced national budgets.
Supply-demand-feedback models include the feedback of
the financial sector on the production sector. These feed179

backs become particularly relevant when economic actors
and policy makers strive to restore balanced-budget trajectories, starting from diverging unbalanced budgets.
Supply-driven systems
The simulations BAU, GREEN and BAU1,2,3 represented
supply-driven systems limited to the production sector, but
were nevertheless carried out for intercomparison purposes
using the full coupled model. The production sector was
decoupled from the financial sector through the prescription
of the three production stream ratios, together with the market-clearing assumption that the production and consumption of consumer goods and services adjusted immediately to
prescribed ratios consistent with exponential growth.

The BAU simulations, with constant coefficients

k

,

g

and with r 0 , were characterised by particularly simple
dynamics. The general solution consists of a superposition
of two eigen solutions: an exponentially growing solution
r, k , g
0, k1 , g 1 exp 1t and an exponentially de0, 0, g 2 exp
caying solution r , k , g
2 t , with
positive constants k1 , g1 , 1 , g 2 , 2 . (There exist only two
eigen solutions, as the side condition r
1 estabk
g
lishes a linear dependence between the three state variables.)
The exponentially growing solution represents a stable attractor (an ‘equilibrium’ in standard economic terminology).
The existence of many possible solutions for the financial
sector for a single solution of the economic sector is illustrated in Fig. 13.7, which compares two alternative financialsector solutions BAL and DEF given the solution BAU of
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the economic sector. The solution BAL represents a balanced financial system, characterised by a common exponential growth ~ exp 1t of all variables of the financial sector,
consistent with the exponential growth rate of the production sector. The simulation DEF represents an unbalanced
solution characterised by a deficit government budget. The
asymptotic growth rate is again exponential for all financialsector variables, with the same common exponential factor
~ exp 1t as in the case BAL, but now with negative amplitude for the government liquidity. (The remaining 11 eigenvectors of the system consist of the exponentially decaying
component ~ exp 2 t of the BAU case and ten constant
components.)

Figure 13.7. Alternative evolutions of the financial sector of the model

MADIAMS for the same evolution BAU of the real-economy sector. The
scenario BAL (blue) corresponds to balanced wealth growth of all economic
actors commensurate with real economic growth, while the government-deficit
scenario DEF (red) yields higher but non-sustainable values of household
welfare and firm liquidity, at the cost of increasing government deficits.
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The government debt in the simulation DEF is assumed to
be financed by investors. The money inflow from investors
is transferred from governments to firms through government contracts. (The role of governments in redistributing
wealth between different income groups is not resolved in
our highly aggregated model.) The firms, in turn, partially
transfer the enhanced income to households in the form of
higher wages. Interest payments by the government are not
represented as a separate money stream, since, for exponential growth, they enter simply as a factor partially offsetting
the credit uptake.
It is assumed that the additional credit supplied by investors
to governments is not balanced in the simulation DEF by an
additional money uptake of the investors from the central
bank. Thus, the total wealth of the system is the same in
both the balanced-budget case BAL and the deficit-budget
case DEF.
Welfare, as defined in Eq. (13.1), also remains unchanged, as
the total production, the distribution of production and the
assumption of full employment, remain the same. This is, of
course, unrealistic in view of the increased household income in the deficit-budget case. It follows formally because,
for a closed economy with a given level of production and
consumption of consumer goods and services, an increase in
household income can lead only to an increased level of
household savings (liquidity), which is not included in our
simple welfare definition (1). We assume therefore in the
deficit-budget case, more realistically, that the increase i of
the household income produces an increased consumption
level y gtot y g y gimp through the purchase y gimp i of imports from a foreign economy. This can be expressed by
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replacing y g in the welfare expression (1) by y gtot , yielding
the welfare curve shown in Fig. 13.7 (bottom right).
The enhanced welfare of the deficit model is sustainable
only as long as investors are willing to accept an increasing
outstanding government debt, and the foreign economy
maintains the trade imbalance y gimp . At some point, however,
the investors will balk, and an attempt will be made to adjust
the economy to the balanced-growth path of the scenario
BAL. Views on the best policy for achieving the transformation differ, depending on the assumed actor response.
If one adheres to the traditional main-stream paradigm of an
inherently stable economic system, the recipe is straightforward: one simply adjusts the government expenditure and
tax income such that they match, and the economy will automatically adjust to the balanced-budget growth path BAL.
This is shown in the simulation SAV (Fig. 13.8, blue curves).
The budget corrections were applied 20 yr after the beginning of the deficit growth path, with an assumed adjustment
time constant of 3 yr. The welfare level falls back to the reference BAU curve, as intended, without major repercussions
for the economy.
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Figure 13.8. Alternative predictions of the impact of
strict saving measures to adjust the deficit-budget evolution path DEF (red curves) to the balanced-budget
growth path BAL (green curves). The simulation SAV
(blue curves) assumes a monotonic relaxation to the
balanced-budget path, while the simulation REC (black
curves) predicts a severe recession with major unemployment.

Supply-and-demand-feedback systems
This is not, however, what is typically experienced. Austerity
policies in most cases lead to major recessions and unemployment (as observed in the southern European countries
in the present euro crisis). To reproduce these alternative
outcomes (Fig. 13.8, simulation REC, black curves), the
model needs to be generalised to include a wider spectrum
of actor behaviour than assumed in the efficient-market paradigm of the simulation SAV. In particular, the feedback of
variations in demand on the supply needs to be considered.
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In standard macro-economic text books87, 88 the selfstabilising forces of the market are typically presented in
terms of the familiar diagonal-cross diagram of the supply
and demand curves in the price – quantity plane: any externally imposed change in demand, supply or price from the
equilibrium crossing point is assumed to induce stabilising
restoring forces that return the system to a new equilibrium
point. However, business cycles, boom-and-bust events in
asset markets, random fluctuations in the stock market and
the collapse of the global financial system are evidence that
economic actors do not necessarily conform to this mainstream picture.
Three de-stabilising actor feedbacks are frequently encountered. An increase in the price of an asset, instead of inducing a stabilising decrease in demand, can stimulate an increase in demand for investors anticipating a further rise in
the value of the asset.89, 90 Modern financial products, such as
collatorised debt obligations (DBOs) and credit default
swaps (CDSs), although distributing risk (a desirable factor),
at the same time greatly enhance total risk by inviting individual investors to engage in risks they would otherwise not
have undertaken – a problem widely discussed in relation to
the causes of the financial crisis. Finally, a decrease in the
demand of consumers, rather than encouraging a stabilising
decrease in price by producers, can induce firms to reduce
87
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production. This decreases consumer income and thereby
further demand, leading to a recession or business cycle –
also a prominent theme of public concern with respect to
the appropriate response to the financial crisis.
The impact of boom-and-bust events and business cycles on
long-term economic growth has been investigated in the
context of climate-change mitigation policies in our previous
research.91 In the following, we apply the feedback dynamics
of recessions to the example of sovereign debt.
We assume in our simulation REC that the response of
firms to government policies seeking to balance the budget
by reducing the wages of government employees, or postponing infra-structure investments, is not to lower prices,
but rather to reduce the supply by laying off workers. The
unstable, positive feedback leading to an exponential collapse of the economy is finally arrested through the reduction of wages to a level at which firms again become willing
to employ workers.
The impact of the reduced employment level q enters linearly in the overall production y , but quadratically in our
assumed expression (1) for the welfare w (through the linear
dependence of w on y g and, additionally, on q directly).
This results in a pronounced decrease in welfare (simulation
REC, Fig. 13.8, bottom right), which persists until it is finally
compensated by the reduced climate warming associated
with the reduced CO2 emissions of the depressed economy.
The rise in unemployment can be avoided if the necessary
reduction of the workforce in the sector of consumer goods
91

Ibid. 9.
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and services is compensated by the hiring of workers in a
new production sector. An obvious candidate is the accelerated expansion of renewable-energy technology. Fig. 13.9
(green curves) shows the results for the simulation GR-INV,
in which the fraction r of total production invested in renewable-energy capital is increased relative to the fraction
assumed in the earlier greening simulation GREEN (Figures 13.2-4). The increase in
is introduced after
r
t 20 yr, coincident with the budget-balancing reduction in
government transfers to the fossil-capital sector of the economy, which is applied as before.

Figure 13.9. Interrelation between decarbonisation and stabilisa-

tion of the financial markets. Simulation GR-INV (dark green
curves) shows the impact of government savings measures accompanied by enhanced Keynesian investments in renewable energy. Simulation REC (black curves) shows the impact of savings measures
alone, leading to a recession. Also shown is the original decoupled real-economy decarbonisation simulation GREEN (light green
curves).
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The initial decrease in welfare is minor, and comparable with
the decrease computed in the previous (unrealistically optimistic) simulation SAV (Fig. 13.8). Despite the shift of investments from consumption goods to green technology,
the resultant welfare values lie very close to the GREEN
curve in the medium term, and exceed these in the long
term.
Conclusions
Extensive research on observed climate change has today
clearly established the dominance of the human influence
over natural climate variability on global scales. To support
policy makers in the implementation of effective climate
policies, climate scientists need to collaborate with economists to produce more realistic coupled climate-socioeconomic models that are able to better assess the impact of
alternative policies. Unfortunately, climate policy has stagnated in recent years through the preoccupation with the
financial crisis. This has been aggravated by the failure of the
economic profession to foresee the crisis, which has led to a
loss of credibility of the main-stream economic models on
which many of the past assessments of climate policies have
been based. Needed is a new generation of actor-based, system-dynamic integrated assessment models that address
within the same model the instabilities that led to the financial crisis and the policies needed to initiate a green transformation.
We have presented a simple model system and a number of
simulations based on these concepts. None of the processes
we have investigated are new. But the political debate on the
resolution of the global financial crisis, with its more regional dislocations such as imbalances within the euro region, has
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lacked hitherto a translation into simple, easily understandable simulation models. These are necessary not only for the
verification or falsification of the proposed mental models
through quantitative comparisons against data, but already at
a more fundamental level to test the internal consistency of
the (often non-trivial stocks-and-flows) implications of the
mental models.
We have discussed in more detail one particular example: the
resolution of the current euro crisis through the transformation of the European economy to a low-carbon system,
thereby avoiding the creation of severe recessions and high
unemployment. However, the actor-based, system-dynamic
modelling approach, using easily implemented and interpretable modern graphic software, can be readily applied to
many other coupled environment-socio-economic problems.
The application of such models in a global framework would
broaden this focus on the global financial crisis to the important longer term challenge of creating a global carbonfree economy. Both tasks are intimately interconnected. The
greening of the global economy requires major long-term
investments. These will be forthcoming only if investors
have confidence in the stability of the system in which they
are investing. Conversely, the stability of the socioeconomic-financial system can be strengthened by government policies promoting investments in carbon-free technologies.92
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The book in your hand belongs to the 3rd volume of the
COMPLEX scientific report. Volume 1 describes our work with
stake-holders and Volume 2 looks at our work on rapid, nonlinear change and irreversibility.
Volume 3 deals with the new modelling infrastructure
COMPLEX has developed for work with integrated environmental assessment and policy development. This volume is split
into two short volumes. Volume 3a looks at human - environment interaction and the ecology/economy interface. Volume 3b
uses models and data to develop and evaluate policy options.
The purpose of these two volumes is not to describe the modelling tools. All this information, together with the tools themselves, can be found on our COMPLEX website.
These volumes contain a series of case-studies designed to
demonstrate their policy relevance. The papers range from short
projects carried out by master students and early career researchers to mature research efforts published in international refereed periodicals.
Volume 4 of our final report will contain a project summary.

